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NOTE

The historical incidents of these scenes are taken from

La Fayette's accounts in his memoirs and letters ; from the

Maryland Historical Society papers and Scharf's Chroni-

cles of Baltimore.

The words of La Fayette's toast to America in Act

III are from a beautiful letter of his to Congress. Many
of his speeches throughout the play are quotations from

his letters to Washington or others.
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Marquis de La Fayette.

Vicomte De Mauroy.

The Widow Hermione, innkeeper.

Margot, her daughter.

Capitaine Henri )

officers of Louis XVL
Lieutenant Vevey )

Lieutenant Gibbs
j American officers of La Fayette's

Surgeon Tracy V
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Sergeant Ball )
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COSTUMES

La Fayette in Act I as courier has high gaiters, long

cape or coat with capes, plain clothes and hair arranged

plainly.

De Mauroy in gentleman's costume of 1777.

French Captain and Lieutenant, three-cornered hats

with cockades, long capes, swords, high gaiters.

The Widow and Margot, lace-caps, kerchiefs, full

skirts, close-fitting bodices, aprons.

The privates in La Fayette's army, knee-breeches, red,

blue, buff or white; ragged shirts or boys' coats turned

inside out with prominent patches. Long white straps

from each shoulder cross and from them powder-horn,

bayonet or sack is suspended over hips. Some wear high

gaiters, some three-cornered hats with cockades. Shoes

are tied up with rags and made to look as woe-begone

as possible.

Ladies and gentlemen of Baltimore, costumes of the

Revolutionary period.

Pages, gay turbans and colored, sleeveless tunics to

above the knee, white breeches and shirts.

La Fayette and his officers, American uniforms, dark

blue faced with buff, gaiters, three-cornered hats. A
fall of lace at the throat; a colored silk sword sash

and white stockings make the costume prettier for Act

III.



6 COSTUMES

Interesting pictures of La Fayette are found in The

Mentor, Vol. 5, No. 23, Serial No. 147, such as French's

statue in Prospect Park, Brooklyn; La Fayette by Boilly;

America's First Ally by Percy Moran, etc.



ACT I

Scene: In Inn at San Jean de Luz, France. Window
at back. Entrance at back. Three tables, chairs, clock

and vases on mantelpiece at back.

The Widow Hermione

[Outside. 1 If monsieur will give himself the trouble

to mount this way. [Enters. Sounds of some one stum-

bling.] Ah, that is a dark turn! Monsieur did not hurt

himself?

[Enter VlCOMTE De Mauroy wrapped

in large traveling cape; he is rubbing his

elboiv.

De Mauroy

No, it is nothing! But your stairs are dark as a

pocket, madame. You say one may have a morsel of

food? and quickly?

The Widow

Oh, monsieur has but to name what he desires and

it is here.

De Mauroy
Eh bien, a bottle then of Bordeaux and some bread.

I cannot wait; they are expecting me at Marseilles.

7



8 LA FAYETTE

The Widow

Oh, monsieur will have a bowl of my good soup,

and one poor little omelette ? They will be ready before

monsieur could count ten! Monsieur has come so far,

his horses must rest.

De Mauroy

No ! no omelette ! no soup ! you will prepare a banquet

and keep me waiting all night; nothing but bread and

wine.

The Widow

[Firmly.] Monsieur must take some hot soup to wash

the dust from his throat, monsieur is exhausted, broken,

assassinated by his rapid course. He shall not be kept

waiting. Then it is agreed, a bowl of soup and a pretty

little omelette?

De Mauroy

[Laughing and protesting.] Eh bien! as you will,

madame, only flavor everything with haste!

[The Widow waves her hand assuringly

and scurries out.

De Mauroy

[Suddenly remembering, calls after her.] Madame,
oh madame! when the courier enters send him up to me!
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The Widow

[Outside.] But certainly, monsieur!

[The VlCOMTE throws off his cape, stretches

his arms and strides around the room,

looks out of the window. More stum-

bling steps are heard and the Marquis

de La Fayette, dressed as a courier,

enters.

De Mauroy

[Springs toward him in laughing excitement.] Eh

bien! my dear courier, how is it, how does it go?

La Fayette

[With mock respect.] Excellently, Monsieur le Vi-

comte; fine horses will be ready in twenty short minutes,

and if I can have something to eat I can forget those

three hours passed in the hay-loft at Bayonne.

De Mauroy

My poor friend, that was indeed a contretemps; but

you escaped detection most narrowly. Any one of half

a dozen officers at Bayonne would have recognized you

if you had not happily thought of lying lost in the hay.

We are now all but safe, as we reach Spain tonight and

tomorrow embark in your vessel for America.

La Fayette

[In a whisper.] By no means are we safe; it is

hardly three days since I dined here wTith the King's
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officers, any one in this house may remember. Be on your

guard

!

De Mauroy

Yes, if the king's officers are still at our heels they

must find no clue here. The English ambassador's spies

are everywhere.

La Fayette

I think so indeed! It was his man that informed the

government at Paris that I was leaving France and raised

this wasp's nest around our ears just as I reached Spain

and La Victoire was to carry us off. Imagine, De
Mauroy, the officers followed me over the border with a

lettre de cachet threatening the direst penalties if I did not

obey his Majesty. I had to return to Bordeaux, there

was no help for it.

[Throws off cloak, on chair back of stage

right.

De Mauroy

If you were not the Marquis de La Fayette and the

son-in-law of the Duke d'Ayens, the French government

would be a little more deaf to the complaints of the

English ambassador. It must however keep up appear-

ances of friendship with England and it would make

such a stir should the Duke's son-in-law go to the as-

sistance of the American Colonies! Well, there will be

noise enough when it is known ! What did you give as

a pretense for leaving again three days after the King

had sent a lettre de cachet to bring you back?
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La Fayette

[Laughing .] Oh, that was something of a pleasantry,

I must confess. When I found by special courier that

the Court was much incensed by my letter asking leave

to depart and that there was no possibility of the gov-

ernment granting me permission to sail, I wrote again

saying that as I had had no reply to my letters, I took

the silence of the government for tacit consent to my
request.

[Laughs, strolls about room.

De Mauroy

[Laughs.] Parbleu ! It behooves us after that " pleas-

antry " not to get caught! My dear Marquis, taking

their silence for consent with the ink scarce dry on your

papers of arrest! Let us hope the English spies believe

you are obeying orders and on your way to Marseilles and

Italy!

La Fayette

Sh! . . . some one is coming!

[Stands right front.

The Widow

[Enters out of breath, with tray, glasses, cloth, dishes,

etc., and begins to lay the table ivhich she brings to the

middle of stage.] Monsieur sees he can trust the Widow
Hermione! Here is the soup, boiling hot, and Margot

will have the omelette as soon as monsieur has swallowed

his soup. And here is good white bread and wine.
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De Mauroy

Serve my courier here also, madame. There is

enough soup for an army. [Lifts cover of soup dish.]

I have not vet finished mv directions to him.

The Widow

Here? The coachmen and couriers eat in the kitchen

but . . . [Turns and looks at La Fayette, who has

dropped his whip and clumsily steps on it so that his',

face is turned away from the Widow] as there are no

other guests here and monsieur desires it so much . . .

De Mauroy

If you would be so kind, madame!

The Widow

[Calls downstairs.] Margot! Margot! Another bowl!

The courier will eat with his gentleman. Be quick,

girl, and a spoon and knife also. After all, it is the same

thing. Sit down, monsieur, your good soup grows cold.

[Pulls out a smaller table, lays that too and

busies herself about table zvith back to

entrance.

Margot

[Enters zvith bowl, knife and spoon.] Here is the

bowl for the courier, ma mere. [Sees La Fayette.]

Why! Who!
[Drops spoon and knife, stands staring at

him; he makes a warning gesture be-

hind the Widow's back.
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The Widow

What hast thou, Margot? What ails thee? Hast

thou never seen a courier before?

La Fayette

[Picks up spoon, hands it to MARGOT.] The spoon,

mademoiselle.

Margot

[Still amazed.] Y-y-yes, ah, y-y-yes, the spoon, mon-

sieur.

La Fayette

[Picks up knife.] Pardon, mademoiselle, the knife,

also.

Margot

[Recovering herself.] Ciel! So it is, the knife!

[Holds out boiul, etc., to the Widow.] The knife, the

spoon, the bowl, ma mere.

The Widow

When have I seen such a goose! Monsieur is in a

hurry I have told you. Give me the bowl and wipe

off the knife and spoon if you have at last ceased drop-

ping them. [Pushing Margot out.] And make haste

with the omelette and the small trout, " monsieur will

want them at once.

[Exit Margot.
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De Mauroy

Ah, madame, [Reproachfully] it is a small trout now

that is added to the feast!

The Widow

Who could resist them, [Earnestly] so young, so ten-

der, so crisp! Already they are on monsieur's plate.

[Disappears noisily after giving La Fayette

his bowl of soup.

De Mauroy

[Cautiously listening.] Mile. Margot knows you!

La Fayette

Yes! You saw her. She waited on me as the Marquis

de La Fayette in this very room. [Listens at door.] But

vou saw she did not betray me to her mother and I be-

lieve she will say nothing. [Listens.] At all events we

cannot get fresh horses for ten minutes and . . . [Seats

himself and begins to eat.] This soup is too good to miss.

De Mauroy

[Comes to La Fayette with a bottle of Bordeaux and

fills La Fayette's glass and his own.] Try the widow's

Bordeaux, courier.

La Fayette

[On his feet.] Yes, let us drink to America's inde-

pendence. [They drink.
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De Mauroy

Tell me, was it at that dinner at Metz that our colonel

gave the king of England's brother that you first had

the idea of fighting for the Americans?

La Fayette

[All fire and enthusiasm.] That dinner! You were

there! Do you remember the scornful amusement with

which the Duke related all the blunders of his brother

George III in regard to the insurgents of Boston'?*

De Mauroy

Yes, it was most diverting to hear him attacking his

blockhead of a brother! While you were in England,

did you find all the English of the same mind as their

German king?

La Fayette

I found out how they loathe him! I made no secret

of where my sympathies lay and this procured me an

invitation to Lord Shelburne's breakfast. Ma foi! It

was a revelation to talk with the gentlemen there. Pitt,

Burke, all of them damning George III as a petty Ger-

man despot who thinks if he beats down the liberties

of the Colonists, he can next reduce the native English-

man to the condition of his meek Hanoverians.

De Mauroy

He is trying to ape Frederick of Prussia.

* Accent on last syllable, Bos-ton'.
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La Fayette

Yes, Hanoverian, Prussian, the motive is the same—to

crush out liberty. I tell you, De Mauroy, that, while

I saw some things to admire in Prussia, I had rather be

the last farmer in America than the first general in Ber-

lin! For the American farmer resents tyrannous taxes,

rises against aggression, defends his liberties and faces

boldly regular troops!

De Mauroy

What soldiers they will make! Eat your soup!

La Fayette

[Seats himself, tries to eat, but bursts out again.] The
wonder of it, De Mauroy! To face with fowling pieces

the veterans of a hundred European battlefields! Yes

and a thousand thunders! To beat them too! [Rises.]

That little force of farmers drove a British army and

fleet from their town of Boston'! Who would believe

it! That is what the love of liberty can do! And then

appears this great leader, this Washington',* who leaves

his chateau to struggle and suffer side by side with the

artizan and plowman. Sapristi! what a spirit this people

has! Who would not push aside all obstacles and hasten

to their aid? I tell you, when I first heard of American

independence, my heart enlisted

!

De Mauroy

And your zeal fired us all, dear Marquis; nothing

could keep you back though you had opposition enough.

* Wash-ing-ton'.
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La Fayette

Opposition! Mafoi! Madness, folly, rashness! That
was all I heard from my family. Even the American

agent, M. Silas Deane, felt obliged to tell me that he

could provide no ship and that Washington's retreat from

New York made the future of the Colonies seem dark

indeed.

De Mauroy

So even the American commissioner discouraged you!

La Fayette

Yes, but I told him that it was because his country's

future was in danger that I wished to share it and that I

would buy a vessel of my own to take the French officers

to America.

[La Fayette finishes his dinner.

De Mauroy

I'll wager we've baffled pursuers by our pretense of go-

ing to Marseilles and by this disguise of yours.

La Fayette

Yes, I took pains to let it be known at Bordeaux

that we were taking the Marseilles road.

[Laughs.

De Mauroy

If they are after us, parbleu! They'll come this way
and should Mademoiselle Margot turn against us, they
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may get us even yet! Where is that omelette? [Calls.]

Madame! Madame! We wait the omelette!

The Widow

[Outside.] Ah, monsieur, what grief! [Enters.]

The speckled hen has hidden her nest again; Margot

looks in the barn, under the shed, in a moment she will

find the eggs. In an instant the omelette is on monsieur's

plate. That speckled hen is a shameless jade!

De Mauroy

[Rises.] What did I tell you, madame! We cannot

wait. We leave at once. Courier, the coach!

The Widow

[Protesting.] Oh, monsieur would not be so cruel!

The adorable omelette! Ma foi! To leave it all hot

and brown! [Looks out of window.] Here comes Mar-

got; what did I tell you, she comes!

De Mauroy

Sapristi! madame, I protest! You and the speckled

hen deceive me!

The Widow

No, no, monsieur! [Looks and calls out of the win-

dow.] Six eggs! Margot has found six beautiful eggs!

Where didst thou find them? . . . Under the cabbages!

Was there ever such a crazy fowl! Come tell the gen-
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tleman to wait and tell him where thou didst find the

eggs! [Exit.] Under the cabbages, who would believe

it! [Enter Margot.

Margot

[Looks at La Fayette.] Under the cabbages, mon-

sieur. It will take a good five minutes for the excellent

omelette to be cooked and by that time more travelers will

be here.

[Points right front as to a window.

La Fayette

[Also looking out.] More travelers?

Margot

Yes, on the Bayonne road. Does not monsieur see

that little cloud of dust with now and then a sparkle

of light as though from a sword or a buckle? . . . There

now you can see two horsemen, riding swiftly. [Points.]

Now they are behind the wood. In five minutes they

will be here.

De Mauroy

[Who has also been looking.] I find I am not hun-

gry for omelette today. Courier, be off with you! They

are expecting us in Italy. Have the post-chaise at the

door at once!

[Begins in haste to put on cape, gloves, hat.
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Margot

[Looking out of the zuindow at back.] I . . . I . . .

mentioned to your coachman that monsieur was about to

depart and here he comes now and the boy with the

courier's horse.

De Mauroy

A thousand thanks! 'Twas well done.

La Fayette

[Seizes hat and whip.'] Mademoiselle has bright eyes,

neither speckled hen nor approaching travelers escape

them! We are grateful to Mile. Margot, we will not

forget her!

[Exit hastily with polite bow.

De Mauroy

[Hurriedly wraps himself in cape and gathers up

gloves.] Merci, Mile. Margot, for an excellent lunch.

[Gives her a gold piece.

Margot

[Protesting.] Ah, monsieur, a louis! It is too much!

[De Mauroy starts to leave; enter the

Widow, out of breath.

The Widow

[Bowl and spoon in hands.] Parbleu, what is all this?

Monsieur leaves! The courier says monsieur is off. The
chaise is at the door! And the omelette?
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De Mauroy

[Pushing by her.] It was the fault of the speckled

hen, madame! I shall ever regret that good omelette.

[Both talk at once.

De Mauroy

[Gives the Widow a coin.] Take this, madame. The
soup was excellent. We are expected at Marseilles.

Bonjour, mademoiselle; bonjour, madame.

The Widow

But wait! Wait! Monsieur! I'll wring her neck!

A thousand thunders! Under the cabbages! This is too

much, monsieur! [De Mauroy makes his escape.]

Oh, la, la, la! He's gone.

[Madame and Margot gaze out of window

at back right.

The Widow

[Angrily.] That is like your young man, never to

wait an instant and then to pay as though for a dinner!

Has he even finished his bottle?

[Examines bottle.

Margot

Eh bien! There they go, they are off!

[Waves after them.
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The Widow

What did I say, [Holds up bottle] not half gone!

And my omelette! [Sits down.] I could weep to break

my heart; hurrying so for nothing. Eight eggs!

Margot

[At front window.] Never mind, ma mere. Look,

here comes some one who will perhaps take your omelette.

The Widow

Where? On the Bayonne road again? What a day!

Here, clear the tables.

[They clear tables. Exit Margot.

Voices of King's Officers

Fresh horses, innkeeper, at once. Mille tonnerres!

Where is the innkeeper? Has a coach with two young

officers stopped here? Has one driven by? No, two, I

say, two officers?

Margot

[Outside.] Madame is upstairs. She can tell. I have

been in the garden. If the gentlemen will mount.

[Loud stumbling upstairs, enter Capitaine

Henri and Lieutenant Vevey, King's

officers.

Capitaine Henri

[Breathlessly.] Pardon me, madame, has a coach

with two young officers just left here?
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The Widow

No, my captain, no.

Lieutenant Vevey

[Impatiently.] Think, my good woman! Surely a

coach has been here lately with two officers in it on

their way to Spain.

The Widow

A coach has indeed just left here, but it held only

one passenger and he did not speak of going to Spain.

[Calls.] Margot, where was the gentleman going that

left just now in such a hurry?

Officers

Oh, the gentleman was in a hurry!

[Enter Margot.

The Widow

A breakneck hurry. Indeed, he could not wait until we

found the eggs to make him an omelette. Now if you

gentlemen would like a fine . . .

[Looks lovingly at her bowl.

Capitaine Henri

[Exultantly.] We have them, two officers in a hurry

to get to Spain.

Margot

One gentleman who was on his way to Italy he said.
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The Widow

Marseilles you mean, Margot.

[Widow and Margot appear to dispute.

Capitaine Henri

One says Italy, one says Marseilles.

Lieutenant Vevey

Two I tell }
7ou, girl. One was the Marquis de La

Fayette and the other the Vicomte de Mauroy. They

are fleeing the country. The King wants La Fayette and

if you know something and don't tell the King's officers,

it will be the worse for you.

Capitaine Henri

Parbleu! There will be a prodigious stir, I tell you,

if he gets off with his ship to America to fight against

the English. The King won't have it and the English

ambassador will gnash his teeth. Once before the little

gentleman slipped away and had to be brought back.

Margot

[Firmly.] No coach with two passengers has been

here today.

The Widow

I can count as well as most and I tell you there was

but one gentleman in the coach.
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Capitaine Henri

A tall, somewhat awkward, red-haired young gentle-

man ?

The Widow

A short, dark, graceful gentleman, may it please your

honor.

[The officers look at each other.

Lieutenant Vevey

If he went to Marseilles, why did all trace of him

disappear on the Marseilles road? If he has slipped

through our fingers and escaped to Spain, a pretty little

quarter of an hour we will have with the chief! Which

road did your traveler take?

The Widow

That road.

[Points to road from window at back.

Lieutenant Vevey

[Looks around suspiciously.] That road! Preposter-

ous! That road leads to Spain.

Margot

That is true, monsieur, but it forks five miles from

here to the east.

Capitaine Henri

The man must needs be crazy to go that roundabout

way to Marseilles.
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The Widow

I think he could hardly have been in his senses, for

he left without his omelette. [Stirs bowl.] If my
officers could give themselves the trouble of sitting down
a moment they shall have as nice an omelette as ever

hot, hungry, dusty [Flecks dust from the Capitaine's

sleeve] men desired.

Capitaine Henri

Bah! I think we will take your advice. [Shrugs.]

Wherever he is the Marquis is not here. Some wine,

good woman, and anything you have for us.

[Sits down resignedly.

The Widow

[Who has been anxiously waiting, with delight.] I

have a delicious omelette, my capitaine, made from the

fresh eggs of the speckled hen. [The officers take off

their cloaks. Margot sets the table, the Widow starts

to go out.] It is already on my capitaine's plate!

curtain



ACT II

SCENE I

At the Rigby Mansion at Susquehanna Ferry, Mary-

land, April i$th, 1 78 1. La Fayette's Headquarters.

Sofa, chairs, table.

Sergeant Ball is being assisted to a sofa by Lieu-

tenant Gibbs and the Surgeon. The latter lifts Ball's

leg to the sofa right and begins examining it.

Sergeant Ball

[In a faint voice.] This ain't no place for me, right

here in the Markis's rooms; can't you patch me up some

place else, Surgeon?

Lieutenant Gibbs

Now, Ball, hold your tongue and don't worry. You

know the Marquis told us to bring you here when he

heard about your fall. What do you think it is, Surgeon,

a break, a sprain?

[Leans over back of sofa.

Surgeon

I'm obliged to cut away these rags before I can tell.

27
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Sergeant Ball

[Raising his head.] Don't spoil my new uniform, Sur-

geon, this is the best pair of breeches in the Continental

army.

Lieutenant Gibbs

Of all the bad luck! Why did you have to get hurt

just at this time, Ball? It isn't so bad, is it, Surgeon?

[Walks up and down.] We are just depending on you

to keep your men together. So many companies have

had deserters.

Surgeon

Can't blame the poor devils. They are penniless, shoe-

less, shirtless and . . . there, Ball, that hurt?

Sergeant Ball

Ai!

Surgeon

Now bend your knee!

Sergeant Ball

Ouch! Surgeon dear!

[Sits up.

Surgeon

It's not broken at any rate, but you mustn't set foot

on it for a week.
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Sergeant Ball, Lieutenant Gibbs

[Groan.] Oh . . .!

Surgeon

I'll do it up in a good stiff bandage and it'll do you

fine until you get a wooden leg.

Sergeant Ball

I might as well be dead! A week!

Lieutenant Gibbs

A week! And every hour, every minute we need him

with the men, they are so restless, so impatient, with

these orders to go to Virginia again.

[Enter La Fayette; answers their salutes.

Sergeant Ball tries to rise; Surgeon

and La Fayette spring to hold him

down.

La Fayette

No, no, after such a fall you must keep quiet! How
is he, Surgeon?

Surgeon

Well, General, it's a bad bruise ; that boat pretty nigh

crushed it. But I'm putting this bandage on and if

he keeps quiet, he'll be over it in a week or so.
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La Fayette

But certainly it must be very painful. We must keep

you quiet, my friend; Madame Rigby will look after

you, I will speak about it.

Sergeant Ball

Thanky, General, but I don't want to stay behind.

My men are good men but they are powerful discon-

tented at having to go south again and I'd like to keep

along. . . .

La Fayette

It is a disappointment not to go back to zeir families,

I understand, and zey dislike going souz again.

Sergeant Ball

They can't stand it, General. Why, nine of the best

Rhode Island men went off last night. They were the

last we would have suspected of such a thing. Old sol-

diers !

[Shakes head. La Fayette and Lieuten-

ant Gibbs start and exchange dismayed

glances.

Lieutenant Gibbs

[Stands left.] I thought those Rhode Islanders were

to be depended upon. If this goes on, we won't have six

hundred men when we get to Baltimore. The cowardly

knaves

!
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Sergeant Ball

Now, Lieutenant, I'm not defending them; 'tis a mean

trick to play us as ever was, but they ain't cowards and

you know it, who led them at Monmouth. But what

clothes they have are winter clothes; they have to march

with nothing you can really call shoes; they've had no

pay for months and they are plain worrying about their

families.

Lieutenant Gibbs

[Bitterly. 1 Plain worrying about their precious skins,

I tell you, Ball; some fool has spread stories of the

treacherous climate and fevers in the south.

La Fayette

I wish we might come near ze enemy, zat would put

a stop to zis spirit of desertion! I have wrote General

Washington' and Congress representing most forcibly

ze shocking state of nakedness of our soldiers and I am
hoping every day for assistance. [Silence as he walks up

and down.] But somezing must be done at once and

tomorrow in an order of ze day, I will give ze mal-

contents a chance to leave me wiz honor if zey will leave.

Lieutenant Gibbs

Leave with honor! How could they?

La Fayette

I shall invite any man who zinks of deserting me to

apply instead for a pass to ze norz to rejoin his regi-

ment as I would not have him incur ze crime of desertion.
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Lieutenant Gibbs

[Incredulously.] You mean any soldier can obtain

for the asking, a pass to go north?

[La Fayette nods.

Sergeant Ball

And not be a deserter?

La Fayette

And not be a deserter!

[Dead silence.

Lieutenant Gibbs

[Solemnly.] General, you wouldn't do that?

Sergeant Ball

Why, we shouldn't have a corporal's guard left to

face the British!

Surgeon

Does the General think that these rude soldiers have

his noble conception of loyalty and duty?

Lieutenant Gibbs

[Bitterly.] 'Twill give the skulking laggards the very

chance they want.

La Fayette

[Quietly.] Lieutenant, I will not lose my army. We
will see tomorrow who knows our soldiers best, you,
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an American, born in Mass-a-chusetts', or I, a poor volun-

teer from France.

[Salutes, others salute, exit.

Sergeant Ball

[Scratching the back of his head.] Wal, the Markis

is always right, but . . . this time I dunno, I dunno.

[All shake their heads.

CURTAIN



ACT II

SCENE II

Grounds of the Rigby mansion the next morning, April

l6thj 178 1. Background outside of a building. Green

branches, flowering shrubs. Benches, sto?ies, stumps, logs,

form seats for lounging soldiers, some sewing patches

on clothes or buttons, some polishing guns. Miserable

clothes and shoes. Each man has something that smacks

of a soldier, buttons, straps, powder horns, etc. Guns

stacked. Entrances right and left.

Peleg stands on one foot, holding out a sorry-look-

ing shoe to Davis, who is leaning against wall, center,

hands in pockets.

Peleg

Will you mend my shoe, Davis?

Davis

[Examining shoe.~\ Peleg, this isn't a shoe, it's a

sieve. You go ask Marcy, he used to sell sieves.

Peleg

I want my shoe mended, it trips me up, Davis. I

nearly broke my drum crossing the ferry.

34
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Gilbert

[Sewing a red patch on a blue coat.] That wouldn't

have done any harm. We don't need your drum any

more. We're all going home.

Peleg

What do you mean? Sam and me we're going south

to fight with the Markis.

Andrews

The Markis can't go if we all leave him. I'm not

going down into that swampy, fever-plagued land.

Walt

And I hear the Markis has no heart for it himself.

He wants to be up where the fighting's going to be

around New York.

Davis

We're all fools! Where's our pay? Where are our

clothes? Look at Peleg's shoe!

[Snatches it away from him and waves it.

Peleg

[Unsuccessfully jumping after it.] Here, give it to

me! It's just as good as yours!

Marcy

[Center.] Promises and promises! Where are our

tents ?
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Walt
And my shirt?

And my hat?

And my shoes?

Ben

[Holds up crownless fiat.

All

[Stick out a foot.

Cowles

[Left, center. Mending a leather belt.] I don't so

much mind having part of a hat and part of a shirt

and no shoes. [His feet are wrapped in rags.] But I

say, where is our ammunition? We've beat the British

before with no shirts or boots, but I want bullets.

Ogden

[Right center. In a whisper.] Did any of you hear

that nine Rhode Island men have deserted all at once?

All

[Whispering.] No. When?

Ogden

[Same.] Night before last. Colby and Thomson, you

know them, Cowles, they said they'd rather have a hun-

dred lashes than to journey to the southward.

[His news makes a sensation.
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COWLES

Well, I vum ! Dick Colby and Seth Thomson ? Why,

they've been in the Continental army since Long Island

days. Next you'll be telling us the Markis has deserted!

Gilbert

Our officers are getting all the rivers they can be-

tween us and the north. Where are the Virginians, why

can't they fight Cornwallis?

Ben

They all stay at home I notice and ride their fine

horses.

Walt

[Rising.] Every one of them lounging on their grand

plantations! Why should we Massachusetts men come

down to protect Richmond?

Sam

[Who has been trying to sew a button on.] General

Washington's doing a heap of lounging, ain't he? Me
and Peleg we're going to protect Virginia for him.

Davis

Get out, you rag bag! Who is calling General Wash-

ington a lounger, [Bitterly] but I think we've stood all

we ought to. My wife's likely starving this very moment.
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Andrews

[Rising.'] And if they did pay us in that Continental

paper, much good it would do us . . . worth about as

much as Peleg's shoe.

Cowles

[Drawh.] My wife would send me back right smart

quick if I tried going home, like she did after Lexington.

Said she could milk the cows and plant the fields her-

self and that she didn't want me bothering around the

place as long as there was a Britisher in Boston.

Marcy
[Rising.] You're always turning things into a joke,

Cowles, but you know Davis is right, we've stood all that

men can, and cheerfully too, but what with no clothes

or these winter ones, and this hot and dangerous climate,

little food, nothing that soldiers should expect from the

country they're giving their lives for . . . this time

we've come to the breaking point and if you won't come
with us, hold your tongue.

[All but Cowles are gathered around

Marcy nodding agreement to his words.

Ogden

[Threatening Sam and Peleg, who back close to

Cowles.] And you hold yours, too! Do you hear, you
young limbs!

[Lunges at them with powder-horn. Sam
and Peleg run to Cowles.
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Ben

Here comes the Sergeant . . . sh!

[All hurry to sit doivn and take up former

occupations.

[Sergeant Ball enters left leaning on a

cane, looks about angrily.

Sergeant Ball

Oh, you needn't stop talkin', I know what you've been

whisperin' . . . grievances . . . desertion . . . pretty

word, ain't it? Desertion from the army! Desertion

from Washington! [Laughs.] Why, he picked you

out for this campaign himself 'cause the Markis said you

was "excellent troops"! Desertion from the Markis!

But he's even with you, you wait.

[Walks further on the stage, some soldiers

stand.

Interruption by Soldiers

What do you mean? Go on! Who is deserting?

Sergeant Ball

Let's examine these grievances that make you willin'

to desert the Markis. Clothes 'Tain't his fault

if the British fleet blockade in Fiance the ships with

four thousand uniforms he had made for you, is it?

[The soldiers look away.] 'Tain't his fault if your own

states don't send you your back pay! [The soldiers turn

uneasily.] No. . . . Shoes! Ain't the summer the time
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to go barefoot? . . . What? . . . Oh, I mustn't for-

get the fever, that terrible southern fever! We've been

in Virginia a month, [In stage whisper] the very place

where it stalketh about by noonday ! [In a dismal tone.]

Will every one that's sick and dyin' of that fatal disease

step up and take me once more by the hand ? [Stretches

out hand to the sulky soldiers.] What, no one comes!

. . . Perhaps you're dead already. [Passionately, limps

forward to center of stage.] I wish you were before this

day dawned! I wish you'd fallen at Monmouth when

the Markis near was killed saving your worthless lives.

I wish you'd froze to death at Valley Forge when he

starved and froze with you! But he's sized up his

" excellent troops," he's even with you, by thunder

!

[Cries from the soldiers; they draw angrily

about him.

The Soldiers

What do you mean, Sergeant? What has happened?

Go on!

Sergeant Ball

[Almost shouting.] A nice set of thankless dogs he's

commandin'! He's more of an American than any of

you, Frenchman that he is. He beats you all in his zeal

for the country and his love of Washington!

Cries of the Soldiers

Tell us! Go on! What do you mean?
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Sergeant Ball

[Listening.] Hark! Do you hear that?

[All listen.

Sam

It's cheering, it's cheering!

Sergeant Ball

[Bitterly.] Yes, the rest of the Marias' excellent

troops are checrin' over the " General Orders of the day."

The Soldiers

[inpatient and angry.] What are the General Or-

ders? What's all this about ? What are they?

Sergeant Ball

I won't tell you! [Sinks on a bench.] Go and find

out for yourselves. [Groans.] I wish that boat had

a-killed me instead of only crushin' me.

[Leans head on hands. Soldiers look at

each other in consternation.

Davis

[Gently shakes Ball's shoulder.] Go ahead, Sergeant,

what is it?

[No answer from Ball. Pause.

Ben

I'll go find out!

[Exit right,
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Walt
By gum, so will I.

[Exit. The soldiers hurry out after them.

The Soldiers

Come on! Hurry! Make haste there, Peleg. What's

the matter? [Etc., etc.

[When all but two or three are out, they

begin to come back.

Gilbert

What are they coming back for?

Andrews, Marcy, Cowles

Lieutenant Gibbs is coming to read the order of the

day to this company.

[Those who went out, come back, take guns,

line up in two or three lines on opposite

side of stage as Lieutenant Gibbs

enters right. Sergeant Ball staggers

to his feet. Peleg puts on his drum.

Sam takes his fife.

Sergeant Ball
Attention

!

[Salutes Gibbs. All pay breathless attention.

Lieutenant Gibbs

[Salutes, reads.] General orders to detachments of

Light Infantry from Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Con-

necticut and New Jersey Line. April 16th, 1781, Sus-
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quehannah Ferry. This detachment of troops is now
about to set out upon an expedition in which it is neces-

sary that dangers and difficulties of every kind be en-

countered and where it must fight an enemy far

superior in numbers. The General for his part is deter-

mined to carry out this purpose but he will not force any

soldier to accompany him on the expedition who is in-

clined to abandon him. It is not necessary for any one

to commit the crime and incur the danger of desertion,

for if any soldier wishes to go back, he need but apply to

the General for a pass and he will be sent to join his

regiment in the north immediately. Signed, La Fayette.

[Profound silence.

Lieutenant Gibbs

As the orders are to prepare at once for the march to

Baltimore, any soldier wishing such a pass should signify

his desire at this time. Sergeant, will you find out how
many of your company desire passes?

[Sergeant Ball hobbles along line looking

fiercely at men who look at each other

and shake their heads at the Sergeant.

Gilbert

[In hoarse whisperJ] Davis, you want a pass.

Marcy

[In hoarse whisper.] Step out, Davis!

Davis

[Angrily.] What do you mean? I don't want to

go north, 'twas you!
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Ogden

It was you too, Gilbert, your shoes . . .

Gilbert

[Fiercely.] Hold your tongue! Have I ever lost the

chance of a pretty fight!

Marcy ?

No pass, sir.

Andrews?

Sergeant Ball

Marcy

Sergeant Ball

Andrews

[Promptly.] No pass, sir.

Ogden

No pass for me, Sergeant!

[Chorus of soldiers as Sergeant Ball

points his cane at the back of line. " No
pass for me! No pass for me! I go

with the Markis."

[Sam and Peleg, who are at the front,

ahead of the soldiers, have pushed up to

the Sergeant.
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Sam

You didn't ask us, Sergeant. You didn't ask us!

Sergeant Ball

[Gravely.] Peleg, drummer, Sam, flfer, will you

stick by the Markis or do you want a pass?

Peleg, Sam

We'll stick, sir. No pass, sir. No pass!

Sergeant Ball

[Salutes Lieutenant Gibbs. With trembling voice.]

No passes for this company, sir.

Lieutenant Gibbs

Sergeant Ball, I'm proud of your company. I've read

these orders to the entire detachment and not one of the

twelve hundred men wishes a pass. The General will

be intensely gratified at this proof of your loyalty.

[Salutesj exit right.

Sergeant Ball

Break ranks! Stack arms!

[Soldiers stack arms.

Peleg

[At Davis' elbow.] And now, Davis, will you mend

my shoe?
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Davis

Did you hear him, Sergeant? The expedition is bound

to be difficult and dangerous! My eye, that's great luck!

Gilbert

[Exultantly.] And against a much larger force!

[Slaps Davis on back.

Cowles

Our general won't mind that.

Marcy

But, Sergeant, it's blamed hard on you with your bad

leg.

Ben

You can't take the forced marches we will be taking.

Poor Ball!

[Sergeant Ball tries to break in.

Walt

The surgeon won't let you even start.

Cowles

We'll miss you, Ball. You'll have to ask for a pass

to go north!

[Tries to hide a laugh.
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Andrews

Ball, who has just been roasting us until we were

done to a turn ! Who would think he'd be the only man
to ask for a pass!

[He doubles up ivith laughter and tries to

hide it, the others turn aside shaking

with laughter.

Sergeant Ball

[Furious.] I'm goin' with you! Stop your fool

laughter! I'm goin', I tell you. My leg's most well now!

The first man that says " pass " again to me I'll lock

up in the guardhouse. . . . [Takes off his hat and

fumbles in it with trembling fingers.] I've got a little

money, I'll hire a seat in one of the carts and follow

along.

Cowles

The very thing, Sergeant. A monstrous fine idea!

Walt

We were only joking, Ball. It was only sort of droll

after the way you'd been giving it to us.

Andrews

Yes, that was all, Sergeant. Sit down now and rest

your leg. [Places seat for him center back.] I'll go and

see about a seat for you myself. Bless you, we New
Englanders have to grumble just so much before we do
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anything. And the Markis was pretty cute about sizin'

us up. You can't beat the French ! Ben, come along.

Ben

It sounds to me like a pretty good little campaign.

Soldiers

[Jostling each other good naturedly off the stage.\

You can't beat the French! He sized us up! Well!

Our Markis was pretty cute! Good little campaign!

[Exeunt Andrews, Ben and all the others

except Davis, Peleg, Sam and Ball.

Peleg

[Takes off shoe.] And now, Davis, will you mend my

shoe?

Davis

[Takes shoe.] Why, yes; 'tis a fine shoe! 'Tis a

grand shoe! All it needs is a new sole and another

upper. But I can't do this for nothing, you and Sam

must play me a tune while I sew it.

Peleg

Will you, Sam?

Sam

To be sure, Peleg.
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Peleg

We will, Davis, but you go get your thread and needle.

You know you're monstrous fond of joking and I don't

trust you very much.

Davis

Oh ho! Then you and Sam take your fife and drum

and meet me under yonder tree; you drive such sharp

bargains, Peleg, I'm afraid of you.

[Exit. Peleg and Sam gather up hastily

their drum and fife and dash out too.

Sergeant Ball

[Stretches out his leg painfully.] Ouch! . . .

[Calls.] You keep your eye on him, Peleg, my boy!

[Moves his leg again, makes face.] Oh! . . . But it's

better!

[Enter Surgeon left.

Surgeon

[Fussy and kind.] I've been searching for you, Ball,

I want another look at that leg. If I catch you stand-

ing on it again, I'll cut it off! Mrs. Rigby is bringing

a famous hot lotion, that she says will cure you up

monstrous quick.

Sergeant Ball

I'm most cured now, Surgeon. The way the boys took

the General Orders makes me feel light as a feather,
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[Gruffly] near made a baby of me too. [Draws his

arm over his eyes.] Not one of my company would leave

the Markis, not one.

Surgeon

The Marquis knew them better than we did.

[Enter La Fayette and Lieutenant

Gibbs right. Walk right front.

Lieutenant Gibbs

[With feeling.] I read your orders to all the com-

panies and when these men with no hats, no shoes, no

shirts, shouted " No passes," faith, I've no shame in say-

ing it, I could have wept!

La Fayette

[Happy and proud.] Yes, yes, you were too hasty,

my lieutenant. I know zese men well. When zer is

danger to be met, zey stand by zeir officers. Zeir devo-

tion is as deep as ever to our cause, it has only to be

called upon. I am touched and happy. As you say, no

shoes, no shirts but " no passes "! [Sees Ball and Sur-

geon.] And how is my good Sergeant this morning?

[Goes to him.

Surgeon

He says the way the men took the order of the day

makes him feel as light as a feather.
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La Fayette

[Teasingly.] Ah ha! Sergeant Ball, I hear not one

of your " skulking laggairds " asked for a pass to ze

norzern army.

Sergeant Ball

General, I never thought I'd be glad to call myself a

stupid blockhead.

[Grins shamefacedly.

La Fayette

And you, Surgeon, will you admit now zat my rude

soldiers have a conception of loyalty and duty?

[Shakes his finger playfully.

Surgeon

I admit it gladly. They respond quickly to the call

of honor because they recognize the zeal and devotion to

their cause of their adored young commander.

La Fayette

Oh no, you must not say all zat! Zey are good sol-

diers and zey know me and I know zem. [Sighs and

walks up and down.] And how just and real are zeir

grievances! Somehow I will get zem shoes and shirts.

[Noise of fife and drum playing " Yankee

Doodle." Shouts of laughter.
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Lieutenant Gibbs

What's that?

[Steps back to Ball.

Sergeant Ball

Davis is mendin' Peleg's shoe.

[Curtain. Music continues, voices singing
t(
Yankee Doodle " approach. Curtain is

drawn again. Enter Peleg and Sam
playing for dear life on fife and drum

and Davis walking behind mending shoe

industriously and crowd of singing,

whistling soldiers behind him. They

march across stage without seeing the

amused General, laughing and jeering,

pointing at Davis, turn and march back,

CURTAIN



ACT III

SCENE

The Baltimore ball. Assembly rooms. Card table,

chairs. Flags over portrait of Washington, flowers,

candles. Music in distance. First Page walks across

stage right to left with tray of punch glasses; when half

way over, looks back and motions with his head for

Second Page, who also carries tray of filled punch

glasses, to follow him. They disappear left.

Miss Pringle, Miss Carroll enter left, stroll slowly

across stage.

Miss Pringle

. . . And so I am to dance the next minuet with

him! I am so glad I had my hair arranged day before

yesterday! I did not wait an instant after I heard they

had accepted, but sent for Somers at once!

Miss Carroll

[Admiring Miss Pringle's hair.] It's wondrous,

truly. The Marquis will think himself in Paris when

he sees your coiffure and gown!

Miss Pringle

Oh, you sweet puss, do you think so? Why, I was

53
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just impressed with the French effect of that wreath of

flowers. It gives you such an air!

[They take hands and stroll off the stage.

[Enter right Gilman, Russell, Pringle,

talking earnestly. They seat themselves

at table.

Gilman

Not yet, Mr. Pringle, though I am confident.

Pringle

When we consider the heavy obligations we are under

to the Marquis for his extraordinary exertions for our

country. . . .

Russell

. . . the least thing we can do is to raise this loan

for him. Two thousand guineas is no small sum for him

to borrow on his personal obligation.

Gilman

I am ashamed that Congress should place him in such

a position. What must he think of us! Obliged to bor-

row two thousand pounds to fit out his men in shirts,

hats and shoes! It is humiliating!

Pringle

It would be intolerable were the Marquis any one

else, but he has such sympathy, such insight into the

perplexities of Congress that I had no more embar-
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rassment talking matters over with him, than I have

with you.

Russell

That is it, he is just like one of us, he is one of us.

[Enter right Mr. Patterson and Mrs.

Poe. The gentlemen rise.

Gilman

A good evening to you, Madame Poe. [Bends over

her hand.] Good evening, Mr. Patterson.

Mrs. Poe

[Courtesying.] Good evening, gentlemen! Our ball

is a success, is it not? The Marquis is charming us all.

Patterson

The story of his wisdom in bringing an end to deser-

tion by his appeal to the loyalty of his soldiers, is on

every lip.

Mrs. Poe

He does not speak of it but his officers arc so brim-

ming over with admiration and satisfaction that they

cannot keep it to themselves.

Pringle

There's a leader for you! No wonder his men follow

him. Have you heard the pretty sequel to that story,

Madame?
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Mrs. Poe

Is there a sequel? How charming!

[Sits at left card table as do Russell and

Pringle.

GlLMAN

The Marquis made up his mind that his men should

suffer no longer and realizing that without shoes and

suitable clothing it would be impossible to make forced

marches, he has been to us to borrow on his own re-

sponsibility two thousand guineas, to be paid back in two

years. With this amount he can fit them out.

Mrs. Poe

Two thousand guineas ! A goodly sum ! What a man
of spirit! I hope you can find enough money in town

to lend him.

Gilman

We have still five hundred pounds to raise but we
hope some of the gentlemen here tonight . . .

Patterson

Seek no further, gentlemen. Allow me the great

privilege of lending the last five hundred pounds.

Gilman

That is most generous, Mr. Patterson, that is more

than we hoped for. I must tell the Marquis that the

loan is arranged.
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Mrs. Poe

[Clapping.'] I am right proud Baltimore could do it

so quickly.

Patterson

It is so little in comparison to what I would do. In

Philadelphia they tell me that it is impossible to over-

estimate his services to us. Franklin writes that it is

his assurance to the French Ministers of our courage

and determination that procured us another large loan

of three million pounds.

Russell

That makes more than six million pounds that the

French have given us.

Patterson

In France he worked furiously to get us money, armies

and fleets and now that he is over here again, he is as

anxious to have us justify ourselves to the French as

Washington himself.

[Enter right Lieutenant Gibbs with a

lady on each arm, Madame Carroll and

Madame Calhoun.

Lieutenant Gibbs

Am I right in thinking that you speak of the Marquis?

If you are praising him you must allow me to join in.
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Pringle

We were only beginning to sing his praise.

Lieutenant Gibbs

Then let me sing a little too, for he never deserved

praises more. Now at this very moment when his heart

is set on being in at the triumph which wT
e all look for

around New York, for Rochambeau needs only a signal

to join Washington; at this moment La Fayette receives

the order from Washington to turn back to Virginia

with a handful of ill-equipped men to face two or three

times as many of the enemy and when the best luck

he can hope for is not to get caught. Do you hear one

murmur from him? No, it's Washington's wish! It's

for the good of the service; that is enough, and he flings

himself head over heels into the plan with so much ardor

that he even involves his own fortune to make it suc-

cessful. He's so on fire himself that he sets all of us

rock-bound New Englanders aflame too.

Mrs. Calhoun

Faith, such a spirit makes one laugh and cry at the

same time.

Mrs. Poe

It does most truly! If we only could aid him!

[Enter right La Fayette, Miss Carroll,

Miss Pringle, De Mauroy. They
stand right front.
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La Fayette

Thank you for the charming minuet, Mees Prangel'.

[Miss Pringle laughs.] Ah ciel, you laugh! Again

I have called you wrong, Miss Pring-eel'.

Miss Pringle

Pringle, General La Fayette.

La Fayette

So short? Pringle. Like zat? It is long since we
have danced so much, is it not, De Mauroy?

De Mauroy

And it will be long doubtless before we dance again.

Miss Carroll

We will give you another ball, Marquis, when you

have captured General Phillips.

La Fayette

[In comic despair.] I beg of you not to wait so long!

[Sighs.

Miss Carroll

I protest, General La Fayette, that is the third time

you have sighed this evening.
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La Fayette

Mademoiselle, a zousand pardons! Happy as ze

great kindness of your beautiful city makes me, amidst all

zis brilliant gaiety, sad zoughts will intrude zemselves.

Miss Pringle

And may one indiscreetly inquire what are these sad

thoughts ?

La Fayette

Mademoiselle, I never forget ze sufferings of my sol-

diers. When zey might have gone norz, zey chose to

stay wiz me, but zey are so destitute of every essential

zat I do not see how I can urge zem to further exer-

tions. And yet our orders are to join Steuben at once.

Mrs. Poe

What do they need, Marquis de La Fayette?

La Fayette

[With expressive gesture.] Madame, zey need every-

zing! Hats, shirts, shoes. We must have shoes to run

fast from Cornwallis. We are not strong enough even

to be beat!

[A little laugh goes round the room.

GlLMAN

[Steps forward.'] You will be glad to know, Marquis,

that the loan is completed. Mr. Patterson has furnished

the last five hundred pounds.

[Presents Mr. Patterson to La Fayette.
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La Fayette

[Stands center.] Monsieur Patter-son'! [Shakes both

his hands.] I cannot tell you how happy I am to meet

such a good friend of our army. I shall never forget ze

merchants of Baltimore.

Russell

[Approaches La Fayette.] And, Marquis, I have al-

ready dispatched the five hundred hats to your camp.

La Fayette

[Delighted.] What!—so soon? Ma foi! You amaze

me. Mr. Gibbs, do you hear, we shall have hats!

Pringle

[Steps forward.] I have done the same with the five

hundred pairs of shoes.

La Fayette

[All vivacity.] My dear Monsieur Prangel'! I can-

not believe it! Such a weight is taken from my shoul-

ders! Five hundred pairs of shoes! Capitaine Mauroy,

do yoii hear zat ?

Pringle

There are several hundred pairs to be had at Alex-

andria in Virginia, if you can get them before General

Wayne claims them; they are for him, but he can wait.
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La Fayette

[In great excitement turns quickly to his officers.]

Lieutenant Gibbs! Capitaine De Mauroy! Shoes!

[Laughs.] We will walk off in zat idle fellow Wayne's

shoes! Zat will teach him to keep his appointments

with me promptly.

Mrs. Poe

[Rising, stepping towards La Fayette.] But your sol-

diers still need shirts and overalls, General. We ladies

will cut them out and make them for you. Will we not?

[Turns to ladies.

Ladies

Yes, yes! We will help too! Let us help! Gladly!

La Fayette

. . . Mesdames. . . . What shall I say ! ... I am

speechless

!

Russell

The linen for the shirts is now in the warehouse ; where

shall I have it sent, Madame Poe?

Mrs. Poe

I was about to say to our house, but if we could ob-

tain some larger hall . . . perchance . . .
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Mr. Patterson

[Steps up to Mrs. Poe.] Have it brought here to

the Assembly rooms, what could be better! I will see

the proprietor and settle it at once.

[Exit right.

Mrs. Carroll

[Draws near to Mrs. Poe.] It is the very place, so

vast!

Mrs. Poe

[To Mrs. Carroll.] You and Anne Calhoun will

help me with the cutting, Arabella, and, Betty Pringle,

do you and Lois Carroll fly around and engage all the

girls you can lay your hands on to run seams and sew

buttons.

Mr. Pringle

You will see that the fingers of these ladies can fly

as swiftly as their tongues, Marquis.

Ladies

Oh, fy, Mr. Pringle! fy!

La Fayette

[Warmly.,] Ladies, you make me so happy, but do you

realize ze immense undertaking? You will be ex-

hausted, prostrated, I should be overwhelmed with re-

morse! Do not try and make all ze shirts, make half,

not all!
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GlBBS AND De MAUROY

[Stepping forward.] Do not make all, it is too much.

Ladies

[Interrupt.'] No! We will do it all! All or noth-

ing.

La Fayette

I bow to ze ladies of Baltimore. I am proud of my
obligation to zem and happy in ze ties of gratitude zat

bind me to zem.

[Enter Patterson right.

Patterson

Here is a dispatch bearer who insists on giving his

papers to the Marquis himself.

La Fayette

May he enter, ladies?

[Murmurs, " Certainly, of course."

[Enter dispatch bearer, bedraggled, salutes

at door. Bearer unwraps dispatches

and hands them to La Fayette.

La Fayette

Zese are from General Steuben ?

Bearer

Yes, General.
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La Fayette

You left him how long ago?

Bearer

Nine days ago, General.

La Fayette

How are ze roads?

Bearer

Roads bad, General.

La Fayette

Zen you have made good time. Let me see you to-

morrow early. [Bearer salutes, exit.] Will you ex-

cuse me, ladies, if I open zis?

[Walks right front.

[Ladies draw together left center and talk

and gentlemen turn from him and talk

together center back. Murmurs, " Five

yards. . . . Buttons. . . . Very wide.

. . . Ten dozen. . . . I'll bring

mine. . . . Nine o'clock."

La Fayette

[Reads, looks startled; to Lieutenant Gibbs and

De Mauroy standing near him:] Zis means an early

start tomorrow. General Steuben writes zat Phillips

and ze traitor Arnold have joined and are moving towards
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ze stores at Richmond and zat unless we get zere soon,

he cannot save zem.

Lieutenant Gibbs

And this was written nine days ago! Will we not be

too late?

La Fayette

I zink not. Phillips is raiding and plundering as

usual, Steuben writes. [Reads dispatches.] But we have

no time to lose, so I will impress carts and wagons to take

our force from here to Alexandria. Once in Virginia

it will be more simple.

Lieutenant Gibbs

Yes, by Jove, that is a clever scheme! Our men will

think it a picnic.

[The ladies and gentlemen have broken up

their groups and are listening to La

Fayette.

La Fayette

What is zat? A peek-neek?

Lieutenant Gibbs

An excursion into the country for pleasure.

La Fayette

Yes, yes, a peek-neek!

[Ladies and gentlemen smile.
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De Mauroy

But how shall we procure enough carts and wagons

in such a hurry?

Gilman

Now, that is exactly where I can help you, Marquis.

I know dozens of men who can lend you carts and horses.

You shall have your wagons before noon.

La Fayette

Zis Baltimore! Why do I not come here to a ball

every night! Such comfort, such aid I find here for

my good soldiers!

Patterson

You know, Marquis, Richmond is nigh two hundred

miles away. It will take your troops near two weeks

to get there. I'm afraid the British will get there first.

La Fayette

[Excitedly strides up and down the stage.] Monsieur

Patter-son', you do not know my men. We leave to-

morrow; we leap, we fly to Alexandria; we seize zose

shoes of General Wayne. Zen my brave battalions,

see how zey jomp ze rivers and scale ze mountains.

(You need not laugh, Mees Pring-al'.) We will march

into Richmond and surprise our General Steuben as much

as we will disgust General Phillips. I tell you I know it!

I feel it here. [Touches his breast.] I have unbounded
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confidence in my men, zey are among ze finest troops in

ze field.

[Pages appear with trays of punch glasses,

the guests take the glasses but do not

drink.

Mrs. Calhoun

I am sure you will arrive in time, Marquis.

Mrs. Poe

How can we doubt the success of the Marquis and his

gallant battalions?

De Mauroy

Gentlemen! Drink with me to the patriotism and

devotion of the beautiful ladies of Baltimore who will

make our success possible!

[The ladies smile and bow, the gentle-

men raise their glasses and drink.

Gilman

[Stepping forward.] Let us drink to one whose un-

selfish enthusiasm and tireless devotion to our country

have endeared him forever to all our hearts. General

La Fayette, the beloved friend of America

!

All

[Raise glasses.] To the friend of America, Marquis

de La Fayette! General La Fayette!
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La Fayette

[Very much touched, in low voice at first.] How can

I reply? . . . You touch me too much. . . . Ze mo-

ment I heard of America, I loved her, ze moment I knew
she was fighting for freedom, I burned wiz a desire of

bleeding for her, and ze moment I shall be able to serve

hei at an}' time or in any part of ze world will be ze

happiest one of my life. Mesdames! Messieurs! I give

you America.

[All exclaim, "America!"

[Drink toast.

Russell

[Takes center of stage.] Here is to our Ally, beauti-

ful, generous France! May our children's children love

her as we do, and spring to help her, should her life

and liberty be threatened.

All

[Solemnly repeat.] May our children's children love

her as we do, and spring to help her, should her life and

liberty be threatened.

[All raise glasses and look up as though

making a vow. Toast not to be drunk.

CURTAIN





CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS

A Play in Four Acts



NOTE

Winsor's, Irving's and Adams's works on Columbus

have been among the historical sources consulted.

For the purposes of dramatization events that were

some years apart have been placed nearer together, but

in essentials the play is historically true and nearly all the

characters are historical personages.



STAGE SUGGESTIONS

An effective background for Act I, Scene 2, Act II

and Act IV can be obtained by hanging curtains, shawls

or rugs from a wire along the side-walls and back-walls

of stage. This has the effect of tapestry and can be

permanent, as the "sky" background for Scene I, Act

II and Act III can be concealed behind its folds when

not needed. The " sky " is made of blue paper cambric

and should be hung with curtain rings from a wire a few

inches out from the back-wall. It is drawn across the

stage like a curtain to conceal tapestry, and has a loose

flap on each side that hooks over side drapery to con-

ceal it.

This makes the change from interior to exterior scenes

rapid and easy.

Act II, Scene I, the monastery wall is made of yellow

brown paper cambric, stones roughly sketched in black

and brown chalk with white and red chalk for mortar.

Through a hem at the top of wall is run a wire and the

wire is stretched from right front corner of stage to left

back corner. The wall is pulled like a curtain along the

wire to gateway. The gateway is also light brown paper

cambric tacked to a clothes-horse. If the stage curtains

are not drawn back completely a long wall is not neces-

sary. Artificial vines (or real), flowers and green

branches trailing and peeping over the wall add greatly

to the color scheme.
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Act III. To make the outside of the " Santa Maria,"

a wooden rail or wire is stretched about three feet above

the front edge of platform, from this hangs down dark

brown paper cambric to represent outside of ship, the

outline of boards and " Santa Maria " to be painted in

white paint on the cambric. From a wire, parallel with

the stage curtain wire but half a yard inside it, hang

the ladders made of brown paper cambric sewed on

cardboard, lower ends of ladders hang over rail. A
small square sail with window pole for boom hangs also

from wire, and the mate's lantern. The Monastery gate

can be used to suggest the high part of the ship to the

left and the stage curtain should not be drawn com-

pletely to the wall on this side. A table concealed by

sail makes a convenient perch for Jose. A decidedly dark

stage helps out immensely the attempt at sea atmosphere.

In Act II and Act IV the throne is made of boxes

with rugs thrown over.

For costumes the men and children wear long under-

garments with tight sleeves; sometimes belt with pocket

suspended; and a wide sleeved garment over this like an

evening cloak. Women tight-fitting waists, long tight

sleeves, full skirts, often wide-sleeved garment over, a

silk scarf over the hair kept in place by jeweled band,

and brought over the shoulders to fasten on the breast.

Pages and heralds have gold paper lion on front of

short tunics. The sailors are dressed in gay, long blouses,

belted in with cords or sashes, trousers loose, reaching

below the knee. Caps or handkerchiefs concealing hair,

curtain rings for earrings; faces a little browned.

Columbus may wear under-tunic to the knees with
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pocket suspended from belt. Longer over-tunic to ankles,

wide sleeves or slits for armholes. In the last act, his

over garment should be of velvet with gay lining and

fur collar. The pictures of Ricardo Balaca and A.

Munoz Degrain in Vol. XXII of the Historians' His-

tory of the World by Henry Smith Williams, of Colum-

bus before Isabella, and Columbus on his return, and

small picture in Vol. X of the same work, give very

helpful suggestions as to costuming.

Tiny but clear pictures of halberdiers, pages, heralds

and the castles and lions for Spain's flag and the coat-of-

arms of Columbus are found in Spain: History for Young

Readers by Frederick A. Ober; D. Appleton and Com-

pany, Publishers.



CHARACTERS

Isabella, Queen of Castile.

Ferdinand, King of Aragon.

Columbus.

Diego, little son of Columbus, seven years old.

Talavera, Bishop of Granada.

Mendoza, Archbishop of Seville.

Beatrix de Bobadilla, Marchioness de Moya.

Santangel, Treasurer.

Jose Santangel, grandson of Santangel, twelve years old.

Quintanilla, Accountant General.

Juan Perez de Marchena, Prior of La Rabida Con-

vent.

Professor, at University of Salamanca.

Pedro, Monk at La Rabida.

Mate, of the " Santa Maria."

Antonio "]

Sailors, the Conspirators, two of whom to be

also Courtiers in Act IV.

Carlos

Enrico

Filipe

Paulo
Four or five Sailors friendly to Columbus who also

may be the Heralds, Courtiers and Indians in

Act IV.

Three Indians (one a girl).

Pages, Heralds, Courtiers, Halberdiers.

This play can be presented by a cast of twenty-six.
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ACT I

Scene in Seville in the year 1492 in the library of

Luis de Santangel's house.

Atlases, big books on table and floor, several high-

backed chairs; rich dark hangings.

Luis de Santangel at right end of table half rising

from chair to lean over in near-sighted way to examine a

map before him. Jose de Santangel at the other end

of the table discontentedly and languidly turning leaves

of Latin book.

Santangel

No, it's not impossible, it's not possible ! here, Jose, look

on yonder shelf for the " Ephemerides " of Regiomontanus.

Jose

[Rises and walks to shelf.] " Ephemeri
"

Santangel

Yes, under the three volumes of Strabo, no, the black

one— Yes, child. Now let me see

[Josh gives him book.

The Council meets here today to give its decision to

the Italian who is planning some sort of a foolhardy

voyage.

'Tis a new way to get money from our poor treasury!
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[Turns over leaves impatiently, muttering.} Money!

money! and more money! Now for the war with the

Moors, now for windows for a new chapel, and now for

ships to sail over the edge of the world!

[Runs hand wildly through hair.] Only ask Luis

Santangel for a thousand or so of pesos! he'll find you

some! plenty for gold fringe for the banners, gold chains

for my lord Bishop, but never a penny to be scraped for

good roads to the quarries, or a new roof for the

[Deep in book.

Jose

[Rising, pushes his study aside, distastefully, walks

around and tries to look at Santangel's book.] Does

this book tell about the new land the Italian would find

by sailing west?

Santangel

[Closing book with a slam.] No, it tells nothing!

Fetch me Strabo, child. Why must I waste my time

doing this! [Angrily.] A plague on the silly fool who

wants to find land by going to sea!

Jose

[Gets Strabo from shelf, hands it to his grandfather.]

I would that I could go to sea!

Santangel

To sea! thou! [Violently.] No one follows the sea

but lazy good-for-noughts who want an idle, useless

life. I have other plans for thee. Speak no more of it.
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Jose

But, Grandfather, I love the sea and I'm old enough

now to make a voyage ; why should I study any more

!

[Pushes away book.

Santangel

Dost thou disobey me to my face! Tomorrow thou

shalt start for the Convent de la Rabida to continue

thy studies there—with a view to taking orders.

Jose

[Terrified.] Orders! oh, no! Grandfather! never!

no! no!

Santangel

[Very sternly.'] Not a word! does my grandson dare

contradict me?

[Rises.

Jose

Let me stay here, Grandfather, I will study so hard!

Thou dost not know how I will study, only do not send

me to the convent!

Santangel

Silence! I've heard once too often from thee about

the sea. The sea! [Contemptuously.] Shall I have a

grandson an idle, wasteful, quarrelsome

[Enter Beatrix de Bobadilla. A lovely

little lady, ivinsome and earnest.
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Beatrix

[Gaily.] Quarrelsome! pray who is quarrelsome?

Nearly thirty years have I known you, Godfather, and

why any one should call you quarrelsome

Santangel

[Interrupting.] Or call you saucy, Beatrix de Boba-

dilla! [They both laugh.] What brings my god-

daughter here at this moment!

[Kissing her on both cheeks.

Beatrix

To see you, my meek-spirited Godfather. Do you

realize that I have not seen you for months? [Sees Jose.]

Ah, Jose! a fair good day, my child.

[Jose kisses her hand.

Santangel

To see me! to see me! now I understand! When you

were that high you always wanted to see me on my re-

turn from a journey. You would perch yourself on the

arm of my chair, [He sits down and Beatrix sits on the

arm of his chair] and coo out in your baby voice, " What

hast thou brought me, Godfather?"

[They both laugh.

Beatrix

What an unkind memory you have! Well, what have

you brought me? [They laugh.
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Santangel

By chance I have it with me. [ Takes box from pocket;

gives it to Beatrix.] Here, take your toy, child.

Beatrix

[Opening box.'] Oh! what wonderful work! [Holds

up bracelet.] So delicate! so fine! Moorish work, is it

not, dear Godfather? [Puts it on.] See! see! how
pretty! you have a nice eye for toys, Seiior Godfather.

Santangel

I am glad the trinket pleases you. Santiago! I wish

I had naught to do but chatter with you, but the Coun-
cil has its final meeting here in a few minutes and I

have not had time to look into

Beatrix

[Carelessly.] The Council? what Council?

Santangel

The Council of men of learning and science whose

opinion the King has asked on this scheme of the Genoese

sailor to find a way to India by sailing west.

Beatrix

[Examining her bracelet.] How will the Council

decide?
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Santangel

Undoubtedly against it.

Beatrix

[Losing assumed indifference.] Against it! for what

reason ?

Santangel

For every reason. We can not advise their majesties

to sink great sums in such a dubious undertaking. We
know nothing of this adventurer save his own stories.

I confess the rogue has a convincing way of talking. After

hearing him that hard-headed John of Portugal secretly

sent out captains to see if there was anything to his

theories, but they found no land; so why should we

waste our ships and risk good men's lives?

Beatrix

[Carelessly dropping bracelet from hand to hand.] I

heard that King John's captains were too cowardly to

sail far and that terror drove them back with lies on their

lips.

Santangel

[Thoughtfully.] 'Tis not unlikely; (Strokes beard

slowly] yet if the earth be a round body how could

our ships ever sail back from India—uphill?
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Beatrix

If the earth is round from here to India— it must

be also curving from here to the Nile— ;
yet our ships

sail back from Egypt—why not from India?

Santangel

Humph! [Nods slowly.]—Well, if the earth be round,

let it be round ; we can't help that ; but we need not

spend good money from our threadbare treasury for

advancing wild schemes of a penniless self-seeking fool

of a foreigner.

Beatrix

[Rising and standing in front of Santangel.] What
if this fool were the wise man and you and your Council

the fools? What if be3 fond this blue rim of ocean, al-

ways just before us like the foot of a rainbow, a won-

derful land were really lying, with sands of pearls and

rivers bright with gold, and breezes heavy with spices?

Shall the French or the -bold Portuguese or even the

slow English have the honor of claiming it when in our

hands, if we will only close our fingers, lies the golden

chance for glory and power?

[She speaks with force and intensity.

Santangel

[Rises.] Well! Well! Santiago save us! what is

this! a sermon!

[Jose, fascinated, draws nearer.
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Beatrix

[More and more moved.] Here is a man whose cour-

age and faith are too great to be shaken by seven year^

of waiting.

The mysterious sea cannot lock its secrets forever

against such patience and persistency; this Christopher

Columbus will at last wrest the truth from it.

Oh, Godfather! have we no statesmen great enough to

risk one little ship to gain an Empire? An Empire for

Spain! Godfather, for Spain!

Santangel

Why! why! Beatrix! why! why! my child, you quite

stir my old blood! To whom have you been talking?

Beatrix

The Bishop Mendoza

Santangel

[Impressed.] And does he believe in this Genoese?

Beatrix

—And also Senor Quintanilla.

Santangel

What! when he knows the state of the Treasury!

Beatrix

Talavera
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Santangel

[Contemptuously interrupts.] Talavera!

Beatrix

[Slyly.] I was about to say that Talavera says that

because the Bible speaks of the " four corners of the

earth, it is impossible for it to be round."

[Mimics Talavera.

Santangel

[Laughs scornfully.] Oh, does that man of science

say that!

Beatrix

He says the treasury is too depleted by the Moorish

war to consider such an impractical visionary scheme.

Santangel

[Flies into a rage.] Talavera says the treasury is

empty! What does he know about our treasury? If

[Enter Page.

Page

[Bows.] The Council waits in the large hall, Sefior.

Santangel

'Tis well. I come.
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Page

Seiior, the Genoese is below and asks for the decision

of the Council.

Santangel

Let him wait—nay, stay! bring him here to wait.

[Exit Page.] So Talavera thinks the treasury is de-

pleted, does he ! Bah ! that's because we had no money for

regilding his chairs. He knows more about the treasury

no doubt than I do, myself! One successful voyage to

the Spice Islands by this new route and no man should

say " empty treasury " to me.

.
[Goes out muttering.

Talavera knows! undoubtedly! Santiago defend us!

Treasury depleted!

Beatrix

[Walks to left, looks after him with clasped hands.]

Oh! if I have only turned him in favor of the Genoese!

What thinkest thou, Jose?

Jose

[Smiling.] If Talavera, Bishop of Granada, is on the

other side, my grandfather will be on your side, Mar-

chioness.

Beatrix

[Still looking after Santangel.] Ah! dear Jose!

dost thou think so? I feel sure that this man will sue-
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ceed! [Turns to Jose.] But, Jose, what was the quarrel

about with thy grandfather? Thou must not anger him,

dear boy, he loves thee well.

Jose

He has often forbidden me to speak of going to sea,

but I think of it all the time. I'm tired of study and I

want to go to sea, and I told him so; then he stamped

his foot and went off into one of his rages. He's going

to send me off tomorrow to the Convent de la Rabida.

And I'm to take orders he said! I won't, though, I

won't

!

Beatrix

Thou must have angered him sorely. He does not

intend thee to be a monk; but he wants thee to study

and dost thou study? [Jose hangs his head.] To be a

great navigator like this Columbus, thou must work.

Never fear, Jose! Thy grandfather wishes the best for

thee.

[Walks to right.

Jose

[Obstinately.] I won't be a monk!

[Enter Page and Christopher Columbus
with maps.

Page

Senor Santangel prays you to wait here and he himself

will bring you shortly the decision of the Council.
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Beatrix

Serior Columbus.

[Bows.

Columbus

Marchioness de Moya.

[Bows.

Beatrix

Pray be seated ; it may be some time before the Council

gives its decision. I fear you may have to wait.

Columbus

[Columbus sits left of table.] I have been waiting,

most gracious lady, for seven years.

Beatrix

[Sits right front. Jose stands behind chair gazing at

Columbus.] Ah, yes, 'tis true, but you have more

friends in court than you know, and even should this

Council be unfavorable

Columbus

[Interrupts.] I can wait no longer, I must try my
fate in France. Too long have I trusted the promises

of Kings.

Beatrix

I beg of you, do nothing hasty. Powerful courtiers

and churchmen think highly of your plans, I myself am
close to the Queen and
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Columbus

[Politely.] I thank you much and all my kind friends

here for their gracious favors, but I am growing old and

have accomplished nothing. If the decision should be un-

favorable I feel I must leave at once to lay my proposals

before the King of France.

[Enter Bishop Talavera, Quintanilla,

Santangel, a Professor.

[Page stands holding portiere.

Talavera

[Speaking outside.] I for one am well content with

the Council's decision, [Enters, pompous and deliberate]

and I will impart it myself to this Genoese. Where is

he?

Santangel

He should be here. [Columbus bows.] Senor, these

members of the Council are delegated to impart its

decision.

[Columbus at left front, Beatrix and Jose

at right front, SANTANGEL, QuiNTA-
nilla, Talavera, Professor right

center back.

Talavera

[With condescension.] Acting at the request of their

royal majesties Ferdinand and Isabella this Council of

the most learned and scholarly men of the realm have

had under consideration your project, Senor Columbus,
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anent the fitting out by their majesties of an expedition

to find a new way to the Indies by sailing west. [Puts

fingers of hands together and balances forward and back

on toes and heels.]

This Council after weighing and balancing this ex-

traordinary proposition, and viewing it from the light

thrown thereon by history,- religion, and philosophy, as

well as considering it from a financial and prudent stand-

point, announces the opinion that said project is not

worth any further attention from their majesties and

should be dismissed as a vain and impossible scheme.

[Beatrix, Jose and Columbus listen

eagerly.

Beatrix

[Exclaims.] Oh! can it be possible!

Columbus

[With perfect self-control.] May I ask why the

honorable Council has arrived at this decision?

Talavera

Does not your whole project hinge on the theory of

the spheroidicity of the earth, not its flatness?

Columbus

Yes, Toscanelli

Talavera

[Interrupts, and puts up hand for silence.] And that

sailing to the west will eventually take you to the east?
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Columbus

[Nods, is about to speak.]

Talavera

[Triumphantly.] But the CIII Psalm says " as far as

the East is from the West," thus proving that East and

West never meet and that therefore the earth is flat.

Columbus

But, my lord

—

Talavera

Now do not attempt to argue! a bishop, I presume,

knows more about the scriptures than a navigator.

In the seventh chapter of Revelation is another of the

absolute proofs of the absurdity of your scheme.

I refer to the verse " I saw four angels standing on

the four corners of the earth." [Points to four corners.]

Now if the earth has corners, as the Bible says, it cannot

be round. Do you not agree with me, my brother?

[Turns to Professor.

Professor

[Eagerly, in high voice.] Your reason is without flaw,

my lord Bishop. If the earth were a sphere men would

have discovered it long before this.

Talavera

How could a ship that has slipped around one side of

a sphere ever sail back, up hill?
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Santangel

The earth curves from here to Egypt and yet our ships

sail back again.

Professor

But the scheme has been tried by the Portuguese,

who found themselves ever in the waters that surround

the land!

Santangel

[Walks impatiently towards Professor.] The Portu-

guese were arrant cowards, I tell you: they never dared

go out of sight of land. [Turns to Columbus.] Your

plans pleased many of the Council, only unfortunately

too few to secure its immediate adoption. Later when

the war

QUINTANILLA

[Interrupts.] Yes, this war with the Moors has

drained our resources, but the end is in sight and we shall

have time to consider earnestly your brilliant and

Columbus

I thank you, Senors,—you especially, Sefior Quin-

tanilla,—for your faith and encouragement. I regret

leaving such earnest adherents and shall always remember

with gratitude your efforts in my behalf.

[Bows and backs quickly out of room.
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TALAVERA

I was certainly astonished, Luis de Santangel, to hear

you pleading for an opportunity to squeeze thousands of

pesos from an empty treasury to fit up ships for this mad-

man's vision, while my chairs need rcgilding.

Santangel

[Angrily.] The treasury can find money to endow

great national enterprises, my lord Bishop Talavera!

One successful trip by this short route to India and we'll

gain enough gold to regild your worthy chairs twice over!

Talavera

The trip can never be made, I tell you! Do not the

scriptures say, " He gathered the waters of the sea to-

gether as a heap " ?

Santangel

And do not the scriptures say, " Though thou should-

est bray a fool in a mortar—with a pestle, yet will not

his foolishness depart from him"!

[Talavera glares at him.

Jose

But, Marchioness, the Genoese departs at once for

France

!

Beatrix

'Tis true, child; can we not stop him!
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QUINTANILLA

He is too hurt to linger for our asking. Nothing but

a royal command can keep him now in the country,

—

and the King, alas! does not care.

Beatrix

[Rises.] But the Queen cares, she would not have

him leave for France! Let us go to the Queen!

QUINTANILLA

You are right, to the Queen!

[Beatrix and Quintanilla go out.

Santangel

[Goes out backward, talking to Talavera.] Isabella

will listen, she knows the shape of the earth!

[Page holds the portiere; they all go our ex-

cept Talavera, Jose, Professor and

Page.

Talavera

This madman's folly has touched them all. [Pours

out cordial from decanter.] The earth is flat and has

four corners.

[Looks at cordial and drinks it.

curtain



ACT II

SCENE I

Gateway of La Rabida Convent. High wall across

stage. Gate closed, bench by gate, bushes and vines over

wall.

Columbus and Diego, his son, with maps and bundle,

at extreme right of stage. Columbus with bent head,

absent air; DlECO holding by his cloak and dragging

back; go slowly from right to left.

Diego

Father! Father! [Whimpering.] I am so tired, my
Father— I want a drink of water. Stop a moment!

[Columbus continues to walk on.

Diego

[Seeing bench.] O Father! pray stop! I am tired and

hungry! [Lets go of Columbus's cloak.] My feet are

too heavy to go any further. I want a drink of cold

water. [Points to bench.] I want to sit down here and

rest.

Columbus

[Stops, rouses himself.] What dost thou say? stop?

rest? There is no rest for us, my child; we are not

95
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wanted in Spain. I've stopped and waited long enough.

[Starts on.] Come, my son!

Diego

[Wails.] No! no! Father! I want a cup of water!

I want to rest my feet! [Weeps.] Oh! oh! Father, I

am so tired.

Columbus

Softly! softly! my child! weep not! I will knock at

this gate. Here, sit thee down. [Lifts Diego to bench.]

Poor little poppet! The road thy father must travel was

not meant for such tender feet!

[Columbus raps on knocker of La Rabida.

After a moment a wicket window is

opened and the Monk Pedro's head

peers out.

Pedro

[Crossly.] What's wanted? what's wanted? I say.

We have nothing for beggars. Be off!

Columbus

[Politely doffs cap.] I would beg only for a cup of

water for my child, who is like to faint. We have come

from Seville, on foot.

[Diego faints, falls to ground.
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Pedro

From Seville! on foot! a child! The saints preserve

us! [Disappears and with rattling of chains unlocks

gate. Enters, grumbling between teeth.] From Seville!

to drag a child by such roads! on foot!—nothing for

beggars. [Repeat.

[Looks at Diego, who has fainted.

Columbus

[Turns and sees Diego.] My boy ! my poor little child

!

[Kneels and lifts Diego's head to his arm.] Thy fa-

ther forgot thee!

Pedro

[Shuffles angrily to bench to look at Diego.] Faint!

the child is near dead ! 'Tis not only water he lacks but

bread. The child is starving!

Columbus

I had some bread yesterday.

[Produces crust from bundle.

Pedro

[Crosser than ever, holding up the crust, bites it,

throws it down in disgust.] Is that crust, hard as a stone

in this wall, what you would give to a child? Lift the

child! take his head on your knee. [Columbus and

Pedro /;*// Diego to bench.] Now do you hold him like

that till I return with the bread and water. [Exit

through gateway muttering.] A little wine in the water
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would not come amiss. If ever I saw such a dolt of a

father, let me be whipped from here to Cordova! A
crust as hard as a stone!

[Columbus fans Diego with his cap and

rubs his hands. Enter Jose with a jug

of water and cups, pours out cup for

Columbus, starts as he recognizes him.

Jose

They sent me with water for the child.

Columbus

[Lifts Diego's head, holds water to his lips.] Here

is water, my son, cold water, little man!

Diego

[Opens his eyes.] I'm thirsty, my Father.

Columbus

Yes, here is cold water; drink, Diego!

Diego

[Drinks, then sinks back in his father's arms.] So

good! [Drinks again.] But I'm so weary, Father!

[Sinks again in his father s arms.

Columbus
Yes, child, rest!

[Enter Brother Pedro and Juan Perez,

Prior of La Rabida Convent, a thought-

ful and scholarly man.
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Pedro

[Carries wine and bread.] Yes, come yourself, Fa-

ther, and see them. Two as miserable looking beggars

as ever— Ah! the little one is awake! Hold the cup,

Jose, for some wine; nay, the other also; if the father

gets some good wine inside him, a little common sense

may come too.

[Pours out two cups of wine, one of which

Jose gives to Columbus, the other he

holds to Diego's lips, sits down on bench,

feeds Diego.

Perez

Brother Pedro says you and the child have come from

Seville. Will you not stay tonight, after so long a jour-

ney, at our convent? The child should go no further.

Columbus

[Rising.'] I will most gratefully accept your hos-

pitality. In my haste to get to France before my funds

fail I have overtaxed this little one. I stayed on and on

at the Court hoping that my mission there would find

favor, so that my resources are greatly reduced.

Pedro

[Breaks off piece of bread and gives it to Diego.]

There ! mark how the pigeon eats ! he is starved

!

[Diego eats eagerly as he continues to feed

him, Pedro pretends Diego has taken

bite from his fingers. Diego laughs.

0L^dC^3
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Perez

[Walks back and forth.] So you have just come from

the Court at Seville. It is not so long since I was there

myself. Had you ever occasion to speak with Quintanilla,

the Accountant General?

Columbus

Yes, a most learned and courteous gentleman. I spake

often with him.

Perez

Perhaps you know also Santangel, the Treasurer?

Columbus

I remember him with much gratitude.

Perez

[After a pause.] I wonder if 'twould be indiscreet

to ask what manner of errand took you to these two

good friends of mine?

[Diego is now leaning against Pedro play-

ing with his bunch of keys.

Columbus

[Hesitates.] It—is a long story—I was trying to in-

terest their majesties in an undertaking that needed ships

and money—a short way to the Spice Islands and Cathay

—by sailing west.
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Perez

[Thoughtfully.] By sailing west! humph— At how
many leagues do you estimate the Spice Islands from here ?

Columbus

At about three thousand, although Toscanelli, who
has given me a chart he made himself, thinks not so far.

Perez

Three thousand leagues is not so much. And what

thought their majesties of this plan?

Columbus

They left the decision to a Council of learned men.

For years this Council came to no conclusion. I could

not take my offer elsewhere, but was obliged to wait

for their decision.

I followed' the Court around from Santa Fe to the

Moorish battlegrounds, then to Seville and so on. In

this dreary time of waiting I even drew my own sword

for Castile under the walls of Granada until I was

wounded. [Indignantly.] I have been called a heretic

because I would pry into the secrets God would keep

hid,— laughed at by wise men and fools; mocked by the

very children who rail at my heels, tapping their brows.

[T.r.iiqhs bitterly.] And now this Council brands me as

a silly adventurer, and my scheme as vain and imprac-

tical.
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Perez

And were Quintanilla and Santangel of that Council?

Columbus

Yes, they were most anxious that Spain should have

the glory of this achievement—most gallant gentlemen!

Perez

Are these all your supporters? what of the Queen?

Columbus

When I spoke before Isabella, I felt myself kindled

as with a fire, I felt that Heaven had chosen me to accom-

plish this great design and I saw a light dawn in her

eyes of faith in the truth of my words. But the King,

alas, is too prudent and cautious. He protests that there

is no money for such an enterprise.

Who would think that great monarchs must be pleaded

with to add a lordly empire to their dominions! Seven

years have I tried to give this gift to Spain!

In vain ! hungry, ragged, penniless, but with an empire

within my grasp. [Shows bundle of ?naps.] I am tread-

ing this dusty road to lay my plans before France.

Perez

[With animation.] No! no! it must not be! France

shall not snatch this glory from my country! You must

wait here until I myself can see the Queen!
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Columbus

I wait no longer for any man! I have waited too long!

[Passionately. ] "Wait till this campaign is over! wait

till the Council decide! wait till you are old and gray!

Wait! wait!! "—I wait no longer!

[Walks away.

Jose

[Who has been listening with intense interest, in a low

voice to Perez.] My Father! what this man says is

true. He is Columbus, a Genoese, and in my grand-

father's house I heard the Senor Quintanilla and Luis de

Santangel, my grandfather, beg him not to go to France.

Perez

Oh! you are the Santangel youth but lately arrived

from Seville. «

Jose

[Bows.] The day before I left, the Council gave

its decision and the Marchioness de Moya and the others

tried in vain to make this gentleman wait for their

appeal to the Queen.

Perez

And is Beatrix de Bobadilla one of his adherents?

Good! [Goes to Columbus.] You shall go to France

if you must, but after a seven years' wait what is one

month more? You shall have the hospitality of our con-
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vent, you and your child a much needed rest, and if at

the end of a month I bring you no message from the

Queen, I will myself help you on your road to France.

Columbus

[Wondcringly.] Who are you that the Queen should

listen to you ?

Perez

For many years I was the father-confessor of Isabella

of Castile and her confidant in particular and private

affairs. She loves me well and will listen with respect to

my advice.

Columbus

[Yieldifig.] But, Father

Perez

[With authority.] Now for jour child's sake, if not

for your own, stay you shall ! The time will pass quickly.

Pedro! [Sees the sleeping child in Pedro's lap.] Nay,

you there! Jose! Tell Hugo to saddle my mule and have

it before the convent in half an hour. [Exit Jose.]

[To Columbus.] Come with me and I will give orders

about your lodging and comfort.

[Moves toward gate.

Columbus

I know not why I yield to you, kind Prior ; I had not

thought to tarry a moment longer in Spain. [Walks

toward Diego.] I will wake the child.
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Pedro

[In fierce whisper.] Touch him not! If he can sleep,

let him! First the babe is to be walked to death, then

starved, and the moment he gets his eyes closed, wake

him up! wake him up!

Perez

[Smiling.'] Your child is safe for the moment, let him

rest.

[He and Columbus go out looking back.

Pedro

Thou hast a precious father, child! who would jerk

thee around as though thou wert a camel, from Seville

to La Rabida! from here to France! And now he is look-

ing for a sea monster to carry thee to the Mountains

of the Moon or the Spice Islands!

If ever I saw such an intelligent, thoughtful, prudent,

affectionate father, may I swim to those Spice Islands

myself

!

[Fans Diego tenderly.

CURTAIN



ACT II

SCENE II

Santa Fe.

At Isabella's Court. Scene something like famous

picture of V. Brozik.

On right Isabella on raised platform, big chair.

Columbus standing at table lefore her with map spread

out. Beatrix on Queen's right. Santangel, Quin-

tanilla seated at her left. Talavera and Professor

left. Tzuo Pages stand at door, and two Halberdiers.

Columbus

[One hand pointing, the other on map.]—So that a

ship sailing west must inevitably arrive at the east.

Her Majesty can see by this map of Toscanelli's the

course that should be taken for a ship to touch at the

empire of the Khan of Tartary.

[Pause. Every one tense and motionless.

Isabella

How many days would be consumed in such a voyage?

Columbus

That would, of course, depend on the size of the ship,

106
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and favorable winds; it is impossible to say exactly, per-

chance three or four weeks.

[Pause. Same intense attitude from

Courtiers.

Isabella

And you say that at least three vessels would be neces-

sary for such an expedition? That would involve great

expenditure. [Talavera and Professor nod eagerly.]

I doubt whether we could obtain His Majesty's consent

to any such outlay for many months.

Talavera

[Bowing and stepping forward.] I can assure Her
Majesty that such an outlay for a wild and impractical

scheme would not be considered by the King!

[Looks with malicious satisfaction at Sant-

angel.

Santangel

[Rising and bowing.] I can assure Her Majesty that

means can be found to carry out any justifiable under-

taking.

[Looks meaningly at Talavera.

Talavera

[Angrily.] I was referring to impractical schemes!
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Santangel

[Blandly.] I was referring to any justifiable under-

taking.

[Talavera and Professor cross from left

to right. Beatrix rises, walks to front

center, bows to Isabella. Tries to con-

trol her agitation and excitement.

Beatrix

It has ever been the privilege and duty of great mon-

archs to aid men of genius. Who else has resources vast

enough? I would that our Queen Isabella's name should

ever be linked with the wondrous discoveries of the

Genoese

!

[Motions toiuard Columbus.

Talavera

And would the Marchioness de Moya wish to have

Isabella's name a mark for derision for all Europe, down

through the ages?

[Laughs mockingly.

Isabella

[After a pause.] Marchioness de Moya!
[Beatrix steps nearer and bows. Isabella

speaks low to her and detaches a key

from her chatelaine. Exit Beatrix.

Columbus during this scene rolls and

unrolls his map, looks at each speaker in

turn.
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QUINTANILLA

[Steps before the Queen and bows.~\ Will Her
Majesty permit me to offer a suggestion? As it appears

that His Majesty, King Ferdinand, would not at present

be willing to sanction any expenditure of the Royal

revenues, why should not Isabella make this the inde-

pendent venture of Castile, in which case the acquiescence

of His Majesty would not be necessary?

Isabella

You suggest that Castile, my kingdom, assume the sole

responsibility of this expedition?

QUINTANILLA

That was my suggestion, your Majesty.

Isabella

[Thoughtfully.] That would do away, as you say,

with one of our chief obstacles.

Santangel

[Steps forward.] In my opinion this suggestion does

away with every obstacle! Castile undertakes the expedi-

tion, Castile has the sole claim to gold and spices. Cas-

tile has the risk! Castile the glory!

[Enter Beatrix with jewel case. Places

case on table, stands at Queen's right.
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Isabella

[Rising.] Castile will send you forth, Senor Colum-

bus, on a voyage to the West to find the East. [Opens

jewel case.] Here are our jewels, which we will pledge

toward the furthering of your great undertaking.

[Takes out necklaces, etc. Consternation of

Talavera and Professor. Joy on faces

of others.

Columbus

[Bows low.] Her gracious Majesty shall not regret

the faith she places in her humble servant. The noble

banner of Castile will be lifted high for unknown Kings

and Potentates to kneel before!

[Isabella starts to descend from her throne,

is followed by Beatrix.

Talavera

[Pushes forward.] But surely Her Majesty's decision

is not final. A dutiful daughter of the Church should

listen to the warnings of her spiritual advisers.

Talavera

[Smiling.] When has Isabella refused to listen to her

spiritual advisers? [To Pages.] Let the Archbishop

Mendoza and the Prior of La Rabida be summoned.

[Sits again.

[Exeunt Pages.
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Talavera

[Nods to Professor. Smiles maliciously at Santan-

gel.] 'Tis well!

[Enter Pages, hold back portieres.

Pages

His Eminence, the Archbishop Mendoza!

[Enter the Archbishop Mendoza. Boivs.

Pages

His honor, the Prior of La Rabida!

[Enter Juan de Perez. Bows.

Isabella

We have decided in the interests of Castile to send

this Genoese navigator on a voyage to the West to find

the East. Does this plan meet with your approbation?

Mendoza

The decision of Her Majesty seems a most wise and

foreseeing one. Wealth and power will be yours and

better still the light of religion will be taken to the utter-

most parts of the world and the heathen will be given us

as an inheritance.

[Talavera and Professor look at each

other in dismay. The others smile.
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Isabella

And is our former confessor of the like opinion?

Perez

[Bows.] The decision of Her Majesty is but what I

expected. Our daughter Isabella from a maid has had

an eager and open mind. " Ye shall know the truth, and

the truth shall make you free."

Isabella

[Turns to Talavera.] Our Bishop of Granada has

heard that the fathers of the Church approve of our de-

cision; now as a devoted subject of the crown I count

on him to devise means of carrying out the plans of

his Queen.

[Rises and starts to go out; all kneel but

Talavera.

Talavera

[Stammering.] Wh—what! what—I? Her Majesty

surely does not mean

[Follows after Queen.

Isabella

[Without looking after him.] Of carrying them out

promptly

!

[Exeunt Isabella, Beatrix, Pages.

Talavera

[Distracted.] Promptly! Promptly!

[Clasps his head ivith both hands.
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Santangel

[Laughs.] Do not be in such despair, Bishop!

What if Her Majesty had sent you as chief missionary

to the heathen in one of the four corners of the world!

Mendoza

[Turns to Columbus.] Fortune has smiled upon you

at last, Senor.

Perez

I felt sure the Queen would listen to you.

Santangel

I know where to find the ships, good Senor! You shall

start in a month.

[Laughs over shoulder at Talavera,

QUINTANILLA

Your patience is rewarded at last, Senor.

[All are crowding around Columbus ex-

cept Talavera and the Professor, who
stand gloomily in the background.

Columbus

[Clasping hands and looking off as though he already

saw the New World.'] At last! At last!

CURTAIN
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CHANTEY No. i

Words and Music by Alice J. Walker

Andante,
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Fare -well to land! Fare-well to Spain! Heave ho! my lads, heave ho, oh! Wei

The Sea of Dark - ness yawns a- head, Then sigh, my lads, then sigh, oh! Its
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ne'er see borne or friends a -gain! Heave ho, my lads, heave ho, oh!

waves will be our wa - fry bed, Then sigh, my lads, then sigh, oh!
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CHANTEY No. 2

Words and Music by Alice J. Walker
Allegro.
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Sail on for lands and ci - ties old, Heave ho! my lads, heave ho, oh!

on for pearls aud bars of gold ! Heave ho ! my lads, heave ho, oh ! Sail
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on for glo - ry, fame and gain, Sing loud, my lads, sing load, oh! We're

lift-ing high the flag of Spain! Sing loud, my lads, sing loud, oh!
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ACT III

Scene, cross-section of the " Santa Maria." Stage some-

what dark. Side of ship three feet above front edge of

platform conceals deck. Ladders, left and right front,

hang from above over rail. Small sail left front, long

sail screens right wall of stage. Ropes from right hang

down on deck. Columbus's cabin raised above deck to

left {screened partly by sail), ropes trailing over rail

of ship. Benches or boxes for Sailors to sit or stand on.

Jose is perched above the rail, concealed by small sail

left, from Sailors, not from audience. Sailors lolling

in despondent attitudes, some whittling, some caulking,

some painting, some mending ropes. Mournful humming

in low tones without words of Chantey No. I just be-

fore and after curtain rises.

Mate

[Impatiently.] Santiago! What do you mean by

wasting your time like this! Once my eye is off you,

Carlos, down fall your hands. Pull that line taut, you

landlubber! Paulo! Enrico! All you men! pull away,

you good-for-noughts ! I might as well do everything

myself as wait for you to do it!

[Carlos, Enrico, Paulo and others slowly

rise and begin to haul on the rope, right.

116
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Mate

[Taking up rope-splicer s work from Antonio. Jerks

rope angrily apart.] Where did you learn to splice rope?

No child could do it worse. [Throws rope down; An-
tonio darts angry look at him.] And do you go on to

some purpose with your caulking, Filipe! put some vim

into it, man! [Shows him how.] Like this! To work,

all of you, with a will.

Sailors

[They fall to work, pull rope, stamp and sing slowly

in rhythm.]

Farewell to land! Farewell to Spain!

Heave ho! my lads, heave ho, oh!

We'll ne'er see home or friends again!

Heave ho! my lads, heave ho, oh!

The Sea of Darkness yawns ahead,

Then sigh, my lads, then sigh, oh!

Its waves will be our wat'ry bed,

Then sigh, my lads, then sigh, oh!

[The Mate leaves before they reach end of

song and they continue listlessly until

the end, then drop rope one by one, and

resume occupations. Carlos, Enrico

and Paulo come forward to side of

boat, lean over and look into water.

Carlos

[Half-subdued voice.] How much longer are we to

keep up this pretense? We're doomed men, I tell you,
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and the Mate knows it, though he keeps us pulling at

ropes as though that would save us. [Wildly.] We're

caught in a whirlpool! We're sailing round and round!

Every day we're drifting nearer and nearer to the center

and in the end we'll be sucked down! sucked down! and

devoured by the monster who is lurking in its dreadful

depths! Oh!

[Shudders and sobs, covers face ivith hands.

Sailors all shudder and groan except

Antonio and Jose, and crowd around.

Enrico

I do not much believe in your monsters, no one has ever

seen one! but

Carlos

Ay! ay! that they have! but they've been devoured

and could not return to tell of them! The "Golden

Lion's" been gone a year. Where is she? Why hasn't

a splinter of her been found?

Sailors

Why not! why not!

Paulo

And the " Black Moor," and the " Santa Anna," where

are they?

Sailors

[In chorus.'] Where are they? where are they?
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Enrico

Santiago! I know nothing of your monsters, but I

know we're not sailing round and round, for I've marked

the sun and 'tis ever rising behind us and setting before

us; but, look you! [Lowers voice.] The stars are

changing their courses! The Great Bear seems to dip

even to the ocean, and the Scorpion is rising again!

Sailors

[In scared whispers, looking at each other.] The
Scorpion is rising?

Paulo

Yes, but even that is not the worst. [The Sailors in

anxious terror gather closer about hi?n.] The needle . . .

[He looks over his shoulder to be sure he is not over-

heard] ... the needle of the compass! Have you

marked how it swings hither and yon, now here, now

there? Some devil has bewitched it; it no longer points

to the north!

Enrico

[Eagerly.] 'Tis true! [With melancholy satisfac-

tion.] We are lost men; it no longer points to the north.

Sailors

[In a panic] We are lost men! The saints pre-

serve us! 'Tis true, it no longer points to the north!

[They nod dismally to one another.] By St. Anthony!

What means it? What means it?
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Enrico

I know what it means. [They gather around Enrico.]

We are near the rim of the world ! Any moment we may-

sail over . . . and down!

[Makes dramatic gesture.

Sailors

[All shudder and imitate him.] Over and down!

Jose

[From his perch in folds of sail.] What empty, silly

chatter you all talk! There is nothing to fear! If the

land be farther away than we thought, so much more

glory for us when we find it.

Paulo

And have you never a fear or misgiving, boy? Have

you never seen green fingers rise from the sea to grasp

our keel? Does neither the mermaid's song nor this vast

silence appall you?

Jose

[Hangs his head.] Ay, I have one fear I cannot con-

quer.

Sailors

[Lean forward.] What do you fear? What? what?
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Jose

That my old grandfather may die before I return to

crave his forgiveness.

I ran away and no one knows where I went.

Carlos

[Sneering.] Oh! you ran away! Ay! he'll die before

you get back! he'll die!

[Sailors turn away scornfully.

Jose

[Pointing.] But we'll soon be turning home again!

Surely all these birds we see flock after flock mean land,

near at hand too

!

Filipe

[Sadly.] Poor babe! he really thinks he sees birds!

[Jose nods] and sea weeds! Some grim demon has laid

his spell upon us and makes us think we see flocks of birds,

but we are deceived and bewitched! [Wildly.] We are

crazy like this Columbus! You're crazy! I'm crazy!

[Points to Sailors, who are dismayed and look at each

other. Impressively.] There are no birds! [Walks dis-

tractedly up and down.] No birds! only sea and sky!

sea and sky! [Repeats " sea and sky!" ivildly several

times.]

[Sensation among Sailors.

[All but the five conspirators and two

other sailors leave stage, left, during

Filipe's speech. Jose conceals himself

by sail during Antonio's plotting.
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Antonio

[Coming forward with knife and rope he has been

mending. Roughly interrupting .] Bah! I'm sick of

your whining! Are we babes or men ? How much longer

are we to follow a madman!
" Find India," says he. Why don't we? We've given

him his chance. We've sailed " On and on," haven't we?

All

[Groans.] Ah! "On and on!"

Antonio

Why don't we find India? I say. [With emphasis.]

Because it's not here. We've sailed " On and on," long

enough for this lunatic's whim. Now! tonight! he'll

sail back for us—or

[Makes gesture of throwing overboard.

[Shudder from some of the Sailors.

Carlos, Enrico

'Twould serve him right!

Why obey a madman?

Antonio

'Twill be quickly over. He always walks here towards

night. While I speak with him, do you steal in one at

a time. If he refuses we'll throw him into the sea and

save our lives.

[Murmurs of dissent.

Has not a man a right to his own life?
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All

Ay! ay! Santa Anna! a man has a right to his own life!

Antonio

[Contemptuously.] Bah! How glibly you say that!

At his first words you'll forget it all! Let him but smile

and you'll all cry again like magpies, "On and on!"

All

No! no! not this time! we've sailed far enough!

[Nod heads determinedly.

Antonio

Talk no more here! Wait!— Don't chatter about

this! silence now!— Quick! back to our work! The

Mate!

[All take up work—sing dolefully, " Fare-

well to home," etc. Enter Mate.

Watches them.

Mate

Wonderful industry! wonderful! [Takes spliced rope

from Antonio, jerks it apart.] And this rope is as well

spliced as before! [Angrily whipping them with the ends

of rope.] Here! be off with you! off this deck, all of you.

[Sailors go off, behind sail. Antonio looks

back with angry frown. Mate comes

forward, hangs up lantern, sighs and

leans over edge of boat. It grows darker.
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Jose

[Leans forward cautiously, peers around.] Mate!

Mate

!

Mate

[Looks around, sees Jose.] What! you, Jose! What's

been going on? They are growing ugly again. That

Antonio

Jose

[Whispers.] Come nearer. [Gets up on knees, whis-

pers in Mate's ear] A plot. They'll ask the Don,

—

tonight,—to turn back. [Breathless.] Antonio is at

the root of it all— If Columbus refuses, they'll throw

him overboard!

Mate

[Grasps Jose's arm and shakes him.] When is this to

be? Where? Why don't you answer?

Jose

Now ! at once ! when he comes as usual to pace the deck.

Mate

Who else is in the plot? [Looks around.] Stay! we
may be watched. Speak softly!

[Watches the exit conspirators took luhile

apparently busying himself with ropes.
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Jose

[Getting down to deck.] Paulo, Carlos, Enrico,

Filipe, and others, but Antonio is the leader.

[Enter Columbus, right.

Mate

[Saluting.] There is more trouble among the men,

my Captain! The ugly Antonio plans to make you turn

back to Spain tonight or to throw you overboard. Many
of the crew are with him.

Columbus

[Laughing.] What, more plots! and India like to

rise any moment from the waves! By Santiago! what

children they are!

Mate

[Anxiously.] I like not yonder Antonio. Let me but

put him in chains. I fear not the others.

Columbus

[Decid dly.] Nay, no chains! Leave them to me! I

fear them not. Go! Leave me! 'Tis time these mal-

contents were here.

Mate

[Hesitates.] Alone?—not so, my Captain!
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Columbus

[Firmly.] Yes, alone. [Puts hand on Mate's shoul-

der.] Fear nothing, good Mate.

[Mate and Jose go out reluctantly. Co-

lumbus wraps cloak about him and

paces slowly up and down. Mournful
chantey of sailors faintly heard. An-
tonio suddenly enters, walks to front,

right, leans on rail, glances furtively at

Columbus when his back is turned.

After a moment Columbus appears to

notice him.

Columbus

Still watching for land, my lad? Is it not somewhat
dark?

Antonio

I can see enough, Captain.

Columbus

[Lazily salutes.

[Continuing to pace up and down.] What was your
occupation before you embarked with me?

Antonio

Occupation ? I was dying by inches in one of the com-
fortable dungeons of Her Majesty, Queen Isabella.

[Laughs bitterly.] If die I must, better under the stars

than between damp stones! so here I am!
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Columbus

And how came you in prison?

Antonio

After the war while I was yet weak from a Moor's

spear thrust, I was hungry [Defiantly] and I stole bread.

Columbus

So you were a soldier?

Antonio

Ay, under the walls of Granada I nearly gave this

right arm for the Queen's cause.

Columbus

The walls of Granada! Here, turn full and look

at me, my lad. [Antonio turns and faces him boldly.]

— I thought I remembered that voice. 'Twas you, man,

that plunged at my heels between the red spears of the

Moors to rescue Castile's banner! Ay, and we saved it,

too!

Antonio

[Starts back. In changed voice.] What, was it your

black helmet I followed through that mass of howling

demons? Were you the man who saved me from those

mad Mohammedans when I slipped and fell?
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Columbus

[Gaily.] The same, comrade! and here is the mark

of a pretty cut they gave me. [Shows wrist.]

[Carlos and Enrico steal on to the stage}

keep in the background. Antonio's

back is turned to them.

Antonio

[Excitedly.] 'Twas a brave fight you made! By St.

Anthony! How your sword flashed over my head as

you beat them off!

[During this speech the other Conspirators

enter; some go to back and some to right

front of stage.

Columbus

Ah! you trusted me then, trust me now, comrade!

[Points to Sailors.

Antonio

[Turns with a start, sees Conspirators. Stammers.]

I—I—I had forgotten.

[Steps towards Sailors. Violently.

What are you doing here? The Admiral wants this

place to himself after nightfall. What are you doing

here ?

[Steps angrily forward. They step back in

confusion.
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Carlos, Enrico, Filipe, Paulo and Two Other
Sailors

[Astonished and bewildered.] You—we—we thought

—we wished

Columbus

[Kindly,] What do you wish?

Antonio

[Fiercely.] Yes, what do you wish?

Carlos, etc.

[Stammering.] We—that—that the Admiral—Paulo.

Here, Paulo. [All push the smallest Conspirator for-

ivard.] Paulo will say what we wish.

Paulo

[Stutters.] We—we—w-w-wish y-y-you would s-s-sail

back to S-Spain.

Columbus

[Firmly,] I will sail back to Spain after I have

found India. Now I sail on till we get to land.

Sailors

[Angry and threatening.] No! no! [They step for-

ward.] Turn back now! We won't obey a madman!

Sail on and on! Bah! over with him!
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Antonio

[Jumps to Columbus and shields him.] He is no

madman! He's our Captain! Where he goes I go.

Sailors

[Taunting.] You sing a different song now. You
called him mad!

Antonio

By Santiago! I was mad myself, and blind! but now I

know him, and where he leads I follow.

[Enter Mate, Jose and rest of Crew.

Draw around Columbus.

Mate, Jose and Others

Where he leads we follow.

[After an irresolute pause the two Sailors

behind the Conspirators murmur:
" Where he leads we follow." They go

to the other side, leaving Conspirators

alone.

Conspirators

[Seeing themselves deserted, after consulting, move

towards others.] Where he leads we follow!

Columbus

[Standing on raised part of deck.] Take courage

again, my lads! new lands lie ahead, fame and fortune

are calling us. Who would give up a race nearly won?
Who would turn back in fear like the Portuguese? You,

Enrico? You, Carlos?
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Enrico

No! by St. Anthony's head! we're better men than

those Portuguese!

Carlos

I'd like to laugh at the Portuguese, my Captain!

Columbus

We'll laugh at all the doubters, we'll laugh at our

own doubts. We'll sail to the West till we find the East,

my men! With our hands full of courage we'll sail on

and on! [Claps Antonio on shoulder.] What say you,

comrade?

Antonio

[Eagerly.] Yes, yes, my Captain! on and on!

Jose

[Looking over the edge of boat. Excitedly.] What is

that

!

All

Where? Where?
[Turn toward Jose.

Jose

There! There! a green branch!

[Jose, Mate and some of the others run

off staget right.
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FlLIPE

[Slyly to Antonio.] Who is glib now at echoing the

Captain's " On and on! " He only had to smile at you!

Antonio

Yes, yes, I know, but this is quite different. Pie and I

rescued Spain's banner from the Moors! He is a great

man, Filipe!

[Jose and Sailors re-enter. Jose bearing

branch zuith berries.

Jose

[Exultantly.] A fresh branch! See, my Captain!

[Gives it to Columbus.] It has just been broken.

Sailors

[Crowd around, exclaiming.] A green branch!

[Repeat.

Columbus

[Eagerly.] It has not been long in the sea, 'tis true,

lad!

[Enter Mate.

Mate

[Bearing carved stick.] This stick was close by; I

marked it not at first.

[Hands stick to Columbus.
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Columbus

[Examining stick, Crew crowd around and try to see

over each other's shoulders. Some examine branch.]

'Tis curiously wrought by the hand of man ; without a

doubt, 'tis a rare and costly wood too. [Exultantly.]

This means that land is near, my men ! a fair and radiant

land, a rich and golden land! Land! Land at last!

[Looks eagerly to left front.

Sailors

[In excitement, interrupting before he finishes.] Land!

Land! a fair and radiant land! Land! Land at last!

[Repeat.

[Some climb on the benches and stools and

look to left front. Jose waves branch.

Antonio and the Mate and rest seize

the rope and pull, singing, and all the

Sailors sing gaily Chantey No. 2.

All

Sail on for lands and cities old,

Heave ho ! my lads, heave ho, oh

!

Sail on for pearls and bars of gold!

Heave ho! my lads, heave ho, oh!

Sail on for glory, fame and gain,

Sing loud, my lads, sing loud, oh!

We're lifting high the flag of Spain!

Sing loud, my lads, sing loud, oh!

CURTAIN



ACT IV

Barcelona. Throne room of the King and Queen.
Raised platform for throne of King and Queen. Chair

for Columbus. Hangings on wall. Coat-of-arms of

Columbus veiled, suspended on wall.

[Enter Pages bringing cushions, rugs, vases

of flowers, etc. They go in and out un-

til after Pedro's entrance.

[Enter Beatrix, right, who turns as Sant-

angel enters left with outstretched

hands to greet him.

Beatrix

Godfather! Godfather! What a wonderful day this

is ! All our hopes and wishes come true ! All the doubt-

ers proved wrong!

Santangel

[Taking her hands.] Yes! yes! little Beatrix! 'Tis a

day we've looked forward to for seven long months, a

day of triumph and rejoicing, [Sighs] for those who can

still rejoice.

[Drops her hands and walks up stage left.

i34
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Beatrix

Ah! dearest Godfather! speak not so sadly! Jose will

come again, the little scapegrace! I could shake him

well for causing us all this anxiety.

Santangel

Nay, blame not the lad. I was harsh with him and

he misunderstood me. 'Twas my cruelty that sent him

to his death.

Beatrix

[Eagerly.] But, Godfather! I am sure he is not

dead. He will come back to us to be scolded and for-

given.

Santangel

[Mournfully.] Were he alive he would be here be-

fore this, alas!

[Enter QuiNTANlLLA ; comes merrily up to

Beatrix and Santangel.

QUINTANILLA

[Gaily. ~\ How now, fellow conspirators! were we
justified or not in the reckless expenditure of the State's

revenues? Here comes Don Columbus surrounded with

shouting admirers; up to his knees in flowers, and ban-

ners waving over his head. 'Tis our faith in his science

that sent him forth and God's mercy that he returns in

triumph.
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Beatrix

That is what we were even now saying.

[Quintanilla kisses Beatrixes hand; they

and Santangel talk, right.

[Enter Juan Perez and Pedro, left; Juan
Perez joins the others, greets them.

Perez

When will the Don be here? The procession has

started, but the progress is but slow with the crowding

and enthusiasm of the populace.

[Talks with the others, right.

[Pedro has been standing awkwardly in the

background, jostled first by one Page

and then by another; starts as Diego

enters finely dressed, bearing a tapestry

which he flings over chair meant for

Columbus.

Pedro

By St. Pedro's keys! if that is not the little pigeon,

hopping about bold as a peacock in the palace of the

King!

Diego

[Finishes arrangement of tapestry, turns and sees

Pedro and jumps into his arms.] Pedro! Pedro!
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Pedro

[Hugging him and lifting him off his feet.] And thou

hast not forgotten old Pedro, little pigeon! though thou

art dressed like a lord

!

[Turns him around admiringly.

Diego

[Laughing.] No, it has only one tail, but four hands!

Father has come back! Pedro! I've seen him! and he

has brought me a monkey, Pedro! as big as thy two fists.

Come and see it!

Pedro

[Astonished.] A monkey! Saints preserve us! a beast

with two tails!

Diego

[Laughing.] No, it has only one tail, but four hands!

[Holding up four fingers.

Pedro

By St. Anthony's nose I don't believe it! Four hands!

Diego

[Tugging away with both hands at Pedro's gown,

and nodding his head.] Yes, it has! yes, it has!
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Pedro

[Continues to shake head, and allows himself to be

pulled off stage, right, by Diego.] I don't believe it!

four hands!

[Exeunt Pedro and Diego, still contradict-

ing each other.

[Enter Courtiers, Bishops Mendoza
and Talavera, Professor, Ladies;

they mingle and talk to each other.

Heralds' trumpets are heard and

Courtiers make aisle for King and

Queen. All kneel.

[Enter Heralds, walk forward to front of

stage, blow trumpets.

Heralds

Make way! make way! for his exalted Majesty Ferdi-

nand, King of Aragon, Castile, Naples and Sicily!

Make way! Make way for her supreme Majesty Isa-

bella, Queen of Castile, Leon and Aragon!

[QUINTANILLA, SANTANGEL, BEATRIX,

Juan Perez, right back. Mendoza,

left front.

[Enter, right, Halberdiers, Isabella and

Ferdinand. Pages bearing their trains.

Heralds divide for the procession to go

between. After King and Queen are

seated, Heralds march to center front

again, blow trumpets. Halberdiers,

back of King and Queen.
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Heralds

Don Christopher Columbus! Admiral of the Ocean

Sea and Viceroy and Governor of the Islands discovered

in the Indies!

[Enter Columbus finely dressed, followed

by three Indians, one of them a woman,

bringing gifts of baskets and Indian

things. Mate and Antonio carrying

gold masks, bag of gold dust, basket of

grapefruit, bananas; Carlos, bunch of

bananas

;

Enrico, birds; Diego with mon-

key, pulling Pedro ; and last Jose, nearly

hidden by skin of an animal he is carry-

ing. Santangel cannot see him. King
and Queen rise as Columbus enters;

he sinks on his knees at the foot of the

throne; all in his procession kneel also.

King and Queen prevent him from

kneeling.

Queen and King

Nay, Don Columbus, he who has given a boundless

empire to Castile is not to kneel in our presence. [They

signal to Pages, who draw forward the chair near throne.]

Be seated! most loyal servant of the crown!

Columbus

[Kissing the Queen's hand.] Your kindness is too

great

!

[Sits doiun. Sensation among COURTIERS

at this great honor.
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Ferdinand

We cannot too much honor the great discoverer who

has brought the New World to the Old. We have read

your letter with the utmost eagerness and are anxious

to hear from your own lips of this momentous voyage.

Isabella

We praise heaven for your safe return from this won-

derful voyage and for your astonishing discoveries.

These—these strange people—are they the natives of

this new land? I would see them nearer.

Columbus

I will command them to draw near and pay homage

to your majesties. [Turns to the Indians.] Babeque,

turez, guacanagari quisqueya!

Indians

[Kneel on floor and beat floor with hands and bow
three times.] Cassava zuca Manati! Manati Bohio ma-

nati. Zemi Zanique Cuba!

[Bow as before, then present baskets, jars

and fruits to Queen. Great stir among

Courtiers, low murmur.

Isabella

Tell them, Don Columbus, that we will look with

favor on them, and are pleased with their gifts.
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Columbus

[To Indians.] Caonaba, guanahane Caritaba za qui

tzemi zaqui

[Indians retire, right.

Isabella

[Examining baskets.] Of what are these baskets made?

Columbus

Of the fiber of one of their plants. [Beckons to Mate
and Antonio to approach.] The masks are fashioned

of pure gold. [Takes masks from Mate.] This is a

lump of gold and here in this sack is powdered gold.

[Takes things from Antonio.

Ferdinand

And where did you say these were found?

Columbus

In the third isle upon which

[Columbus, Isabella and Ferdinand

talk. Talavera and Quintanilla

approach to listen. Beatrix and Sant-

angel draw around to examine masks,

etc., and suddenly perceive Jose nearly

hidden by the skin he is carrying. Sant-

angel grasps Beatrix's wrist, sways,

tries in vain to speak—totters forward

toward center of stage.
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Jose

[Drops skin and darts toward Santangel.] Oh!

Grandfather! Grandfather!

[Flings his arms about him.

Santangel

{Weakly.
~\

Jose alive! My little Jose.

[Embraces him while Jose laughs and sobs.

Jose

Oh! Grandfather! oh! oh! [Hides his face on Sant-

angel's shoulder.~\ I'm so glad to be back. Wilt thou

forgive me, Grandfather, wilt thou forgive me for run-

ning away?

Beatrix

[Wiping her eyes.} Oh! Jose! dear, dear child! Then

thou wast with the Admiral all this time!

[Jose turns and hugs Beatrix.

Santangel

[Putting his hands on either side of Jose's face.] I

was harsh with thee, boy, but we will understand each

other better now. Eh, child?

Jose

[Eagerly.] Yes, yes, Grandfather! and I'll never dis-

obey thee again!

[Grasps Santangel's hand with both his

own.
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Santangel

[Drawing his hand across his eyes and laughing a

little.} Well, little sailor! go hold thy tiger skin be-

fore the Queen. [Jose presses his grandfather's hand

to his lips and runs to hold up the skin.] The lad has

grown, Beatrix, mark you?

[Group around throne opens.

Columbus

—And these are some of the animals and plants of

the country. [Rises.

[Diego with monkey on his shoulder goes

up to Queen. Jose with skin ap-

proaches; Carlos and Enrico ivith

bananas, parrots, etc.

Isabella

Marchioness de Moya! only see these birds! [Beatrix

dratus near.] What a strange little beast thou hast,

Diego! and let me stroke this soft rich hide.

[Jose approaches. The Mate passes among

the Courtiers, who touch the fruits.

Talavera

[Center front, examines grapefruit, bites it, makes

face.] And did I raise money for an expedition to India

to bring back this evil-tasting apple!
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Santangel

[Biting into a banana through its skin.] And did I

spend three sleepless nights roaming through the coun-

try to obtain funds for Columbus only to get such a

bitter taste in my mouth! [Makes wry face.] Pah!

Mate

[To Santangel.] Your pardon, Senor, but this fruit

is eaten like this

[Deftly peels banana.

Santangel

[Takes bite, then smiles blandly at Talavera.]
Nectar of the gods! Talavera! only to be found in one

of the four corners of the earth!

[Talavera scrapes off a little of the

grapefruit skin, nibbles the fruit and in

disgust gives fruit to Professor, while

Santangel laughs. The Courtiers
admire the birds. Groups disperse show-

ing Columbus by throne.

Isabella

[Eagerly.] And that evening?

Columbus

—And that evening no man slept. We had seen

many land birds, quantities of fresh weeds and a branch
with berries had been caught as it floated by.
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We felt that land must be near and each man was

intent on being the first to see it.

I stood on the top of my cabin on the high poop of the

vessel, and the crew climbed the ropes and the rigging.

The only sound I heard was the steady lapping of the

waves and the creaking of the sails.

Suddenly, about ten of the clock, as I was straining my
eyes through the darkness

Isabella, Ferdinand, Courtiers

Yes! yes!

Columbus

—I saw a spark blaze up on the horizon and as sud-

denly die out. I doubted whether I had seen it, but

twice more I saw it gleam like a star of prophecy through

the night. Our spirits leaped with exultation, and with

what impatience we awaited daylight!

Ferdinand

And in the morning what did you see?

Columbus

We saw a low island two leagues from us, covered

with beautiful trees. Men could be seen running in

confusion from the woods to the shore.

Soon the boats were ready and armed and we put off

for the land. I held the royal standard aloft and

breathed with ecstasy the atmosphere of a most enthrall-

ing sweetness.
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Ferdinand

Were the natives still watching you ?

Columbus

They fled into the woods and peeped at us from be-

tween the palm trees.

On landing I threw myself on my knees, kissed the

ground and thanked God with tears of joy. Then ris-

ing I drew my sword and took solemn possession of the

land in the name of my sovereigns, Ferdinand and Isa-

bella.

I named this beautiful island San Salvador. The first

of the shining emeralds in this sapphire sea to adorn your

Majesties' new diadem!

Isabella

When has a sovereign received a more princely return

for encouraging valor!

As a symbol of our gratitude for the bravery and enter-

prise that you have shown, and that the glory of your

achievement may be perpetuated in your family, we have

had assigned to you a coat-of-arms.

[Courtiers, Sailors, etc., are crowded

closely back to right, and left corners of

stage, to leave room for Columbus to

stand out alone and the coat-of-arms to be

seen.

Courtiers, Sailors

[Applaud.] A coat-of-arms! A coat-of-arms!
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Columbus

I am overwhelmed by your Majesty's favor.

Ferdinand

It is only a just reward to our great Admiral. Sefior

Santangel! Sefior Quintanilla! Let the coat-of-arms be

unveiled!

. [Santangel and Quintanilla unveil it

gradually, shoiv island. Exclamations of

admiration from Courtiers.

Isabella

Will Sefior Quintanilla explain its quartering to our

people ?

Quintanilla

[Pointing.] These islands have been chosen as the

bearings of Columbus, for did he not take the wings of the

morning and sail to the uttermost parts of the sea to find

them?

[Santangel and Quintanilla drop the

veil more, to show Lion and Castle.

And because Columbus was supported in his great en-

terprise by the wisdom and resources of Isabella, Queen

of Castile and Leon, quartered with the islands are the

royal arms ; the Castle for Castile and the Lion for Leon

—

[Impressively] and this legend emblazoned in gold we

and our children read today with hearts beating high with

pride, and hundreds of years from now in the very lands
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he has discovered, little children will lisp these words with

wonder and men of every country and age will take new

courage for great deeds when they read these words that

will tell forever down the centuries the story of this great

achievement. [The veil is allowed to fall completely.}

" To Castile and Leon Columbus gave a New World!
"

Courtiers

[Cheering and applauding tumultuously.] " Ta Castile

and Leon Columbus gave a New World !

"

[Columbus kneels to kiss Isabella's hand

and turns to bow to Courtiers. Diego

runs and throws his arms about Co-

lumbus.

[Curtain is drawn temporarily. A proces-

sion quickly formSj headed by Heralds

and Halberdiers, who are followed by

King, Queen, Pages, Columbus,

Bishops, etc., Sailors and Indians

holding high their gifts to the Queen
{which Indians pick up from before

throne). Heralds blow trumpets and

procession starts.

Curtain rises.

Heralds

[Blowing t?-umpets, begin to march slowly around

stage.] Make way! make way for his exalted Majesty,

Ferdinand, King of Aragon, Castile, Naples and Sicily!

[Blow trumpets.] Make way! make way for her supreme
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Majesty, Isabella, Queen of Castile, Leon and Aragon!

[Trumpets.] Don Christopher Columbus, Admiral of

the Ocean Sea and Viceroy and Governor of the Islands

discovered in the Indies.

[Trumpets. Repeat from beginning.

[After leading the procession once around

s stage, Heralds and procession exeunt,

i left; voices and trumpets grow fainter

in the distance as the procession disap-

pears; old Pedro and little Diego are the

last.

CURTAIN





THE LONG KNIVES IN ILLINOIS

An Historical Play
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HISTORICAL NOTE

In 1763, by the Peace of Paris, the French territory

south of the Great Lakes between the Mississippi and

the Ohio passed into the hands of the English.

Within this Northwest Territory were French settle-

ments around posts such as Kaskaskia, Cohokia, Vin-

cennes and Detroit. When the Revolutionary War broke

out Hamilton, the British commander at Detroit, encour-

aged the Indian tribes of the Territory to make raids on

the settlements of the pioneers in Kentucky and the

frontiers of Virginia and Pennsylvania, using these posts

as bases of supplies.

George Rogers Clark, a young Virginian of twenty-

five who had devoted himself to the interests of the

Kentucky settlements, urged the importance of an organ-

ized attempt on the part of the state of Virginia to sup-

press these raids by seizing the posts which the English

were holding in the " Illinois Country." Governor Henry

was quick to appreciate the national importance of such

a movement, and with his help Clark was able to under-

take this daring expedition.

His small company was made up of audacious frontiers-

men to whom discipline was almost unknown and who

were devoted to their magnetic young leader. It was due

to Clark's winning personality, shrewd judgment and un-

swerving courage that he and his daring men won the

" Illinois Country " for the United States.
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The Americans had themselves employed the Indians

in attacks on the French in the inter-colonial wars but

were scandalized that George III should allow Hamilton

to use them against his own subjects.

The play follows very closely Clark's own story of this

expedition as told in his Memoirs, his diary and his

Letter to George Mason.



CHARACTERS

Colonel George Rogers Clark

Captain Joseph Bowman
Lieutenant Helm The
Private Paul Leith I " Long Knives

Private John Jones from Virginia.

Private Saunders

Private Leggett

Philip Rocheblave, Commander of the English Fort

at Kaskaskia

Pere Gibault, the village priest

Pierre Leroy, hunter and trapper.

Le Pont "1 v _ ,

T j> Young frenchmen.
Landry

J
Monsieur Boncceur 1 nn r ,

„ V Older h renchmen.
Monsieur Le Brun

J

Madame Boncceur

Madame Le Brun
Mere Lille

Mere Gaspard

Wind-in-the-Night, the Mingo.

Mary Leith, aged seventeen 1 n '

.

t j f Captives.
Peggie Leith, aged seven J

Yvonne "1

Lise V Kaskaskia maidens.

Nanette J
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Simon Lille, aged ten.

Toinette, aged six ") n „
x . r V Children of Madame Le Brim.
Jean, aged five

The Fiddler. American Soldiers. Men and
Women of Kaskaskia.



COSTUMES

Clark and his men wore " moccasins on their feet,

loose trousers of homespun or buckskin, with fringe of

leather thongs down each outside seam ; some wore leg-

gings. The hunting shirt or smock was fringed, a pic-

turesque flowing buckskin garment neck to knee, girded

about the waist with leather belt from which dangled

tomahawk and the ' big knives ' which got them their

name of the ' Big Knives ' from the Indians. On one hip

t a scraped powder horn, on the other a leather sack serv-

ing as game bag and provision pouch; broad-brimmed

felt hat or cap of fox skin or squirrel skin with tail

dangling behind ; home-made flint-lock rifle so long it

reached the chin."

When they first appeared their bedraggled, travel-

stained appearance was an additional terror to the French.

The women and girls wear full skirts, tight-fitting

bodices, kerchiefs, caps.

Mme. Boncneur and Mme, Le Brun wear handsome

colonial costumes.

Mere Lille and Mere Gaspard wear large black ker-

chiefs over their caps, tied loosely so as to look like hoods.

Rocheblave is in British uniform.

Pierre Leroy as a trapper.

Le Pont and Landry, knickerbockers, loose shirt,

kerchief around head, color at waist and throat.
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ACT I

Frontier cabin in Kentucky, 1778. Rough interior.

Skins on walls. Large rough home-made map of Ohio

and Mississippi region on side wall. Fireplace. Wooden
benches. Table center.

Helm

[Seated right front, is mending snowshoe, tugs twice at

twine zuith exclamation under his breath.] There . . .

no . . . hum . . . not that time . . . ump!

Jones

[Left back, looking out of door, drawling.] Why do

you waste time mending that old contrivance?

Helm

Why, I'm not calculating to use it much; just 'round

the settlement to save my others. . . . [Whistles "Pop
goes the weasel."] . . . It'll be lonesome 'round these

parts come winter with George Clark gone.

Jones

[Over his shoulder.] Where's he going?
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Helm

He's off today to Virginia; says he's going to join the

Continental army under Washington.

Jones

[Co?nes forward to Helm and watches him work.]

What's to become of the Kentucky settlements? Clark's

the only one that can make Virginia remember us at all.

. . . Hold on there! You shouldn't do that! [Inter-

rupts Helm's work.] Put it under and then you get it

double.

It won't go through.

Helm

Jones

Here, give it to me! [Takes shoe.] You know you

always were considerable of a duffer at mending any-

thing.

[Continues to work.

Helm

Clark's a man we can't spare, and that's a fact. Do
you remember how he brought that powder to us, over the

mountains, when we had a powder famine and the red-

skins were as thick as bees? He had to bury it once and

run for his life.
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Jones

Oh, there's no one like Clark! Now this is what you

ought to have done first.

[Shows Helm snowshoe; both become too

absorbed to notice Clark entering.

[Gay whistling or singing is heard outside

and Clark enters with eager animation;

he has a pouch and three objects in ban-

dana handkerchief ; continues to sing or

whistle as he unwraps home-made toys;

a soft buckskin ball, a top and a quaint

little doll. He tries to make the doll

stand.

Clark

[Sitting at table.] Look here, boys! Before I go I've

something to show you! Stand up, madame; there, that's

a lady! Tut, tut! Madame! Whoopee! Over she

goes! Now she's up again. Come along, Helm, let me

make you acquainted with Miss Dolly Corncob. [Dances

her up and down.] Isn't she a beauty? Finest lady be-

tween tidewater and the Mississippi.

[Helm and Jones look at him in amaze-

ment.

Jones

Are you crazy, George? playing dolls! What next?

Clark

Playing tops, playing ball!

[Turns and throws ball at Helm, who

catches it and examines it.
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Helm

This is a mighty dangerous ball! you could pretty

nigh stun a grasshopper with it. [Throws it at Jones,

who throws it back.} I suppose you're going to show it

to Governor Henry as a specimen of the ammunition we
have out here.

[He and Jones continue throwing ball.

Clark

[Reaching to catch ball.} Quit that, boys! you'll spoil

it; it's for Dick Hosmer's baby. [Helm drops ball.}

There now! see what you've done! [Picks up ball.]

I cut the buckskin myself and got Nancy Hines to sew it;

it's stuffed with feathers. And this top is for little Dick

;

I carved it and old man Willis dyed it with poke berry.

Jones

Does it spin?

[Takes up top.

Clark

Spin ? of course it spins, spins like a top ! But Miss

Dolly takes my eye. She's bound to please little Mandy.

Helm
I declare, George, you're plumb silly over those children.

Clark

Well, why shouldn't I be? Mandy, their mother, is

just like my own sister. I was always sweet on her; she

was the cunningest little red-cheeked lass in Virginia,
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and her little Mandy is just like her. When she married

Dick Hosmer and went over the mountains to the wilder-

ness, pretty nigh the whole county went into mourning.

The worst of it was we couldn't say a word when she

took Dick Hosmer, except that he was carrying her oil to

the Indian country.

Jones

Yellowbend is off the trail, never even had a scare.

Clark

I know it. I hope the men won't grow careless. It's

a small settlement. But even if it is out of the way, I'm

bound to see the Hosmers again before I go. And I've

just got to see what little Mandy'll say to this doll baby.

Jones

[Looks out of door.] Hello! Here's Joe Bowman
back!

Helm

[Calls through door.] Well, Joe, glad to see you.

Did you find out where the Yellowbend branch rises?

Clark

Got any new kinks to put on your grand map?

What's the news?

[They crowd around the door as Bowman
enters silently and in great dejection.

He walks to left front, sloivly takes

pouch from his shoulder and sinks on the

stool.
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Bowman

I ... I don't dare tell you the news, boys, I . . .

I . . . don't know how to.

Clark

Why, what do you mean?

Bowman

Those red devils! They've been to Yellowbend!

They've massacred the whole settlement!

All

[Crowding around him.~\ Not Yellowbend! no, no!

man!

Bowman

Every soul killed ! Men in the fields, women and chil-

dren around the cabins. It was . . .

Helm

Great heavens! Joe, but . . .

Bowman

It must have been a complete surprise and they scalped

them where they lay, even the . . . babies!

All

Scalped them! Even the babies!
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Clark

[Pulls Bowman to his feet.] My soul, Joe! How do

you know this? not Yellowbend, Joe, not Yellowbend!

why, Mandy's there!

[Shakes Bowman's shoulder.

Jones

[Pulls Bowman towards him.] And the Sparhawks!

How do you know this?

Bowman

[Sadly.] Ah, boys, I wish I did not know so well! I

saw the whole settlement in ashes. I stumbled over poor

Mandy's husband in the clearing, the axe still in his

hands, and I counted the bodies of the women and chil-

dren. We think it was the Shawnees' work.

Helm

The Shawnees! Are they after them?

Jones

Are they on their trail? Will they catch . . .

Bowman

It was too late. It was a big party—that was cer-

tain—and they came by the river. But we couldn't find

a trail; they had been gone too long.
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Helm

And so they escaped ! . . . and now there's not a liv-

ing soul at Yellowbend!

Clark

[Slowly, in a changed voice.] Bowman, do you mean

that every one of those Yellowbend settlers has been . . .

[Chokes] has been . . . [Makes sweeping gesture. Bow-

man nods.] Dick and Mandy and all their little ones?

Bowman

[Gently.] George, the settlement has gone as though it

had never been—cabins, everything.

[Clark suddenly notices the doll he is still

holding, looks stupidly at it, walks slowly

to table, touches the ball and the top,

then sinks down at table, head on arms

and little doll still in his hands.

Jones

When did this happen?

Bowman

They think it was five or six days ago.

Jones

Too late to get 'em!
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Bowman

Yes, too late!

[They all look at Clark. Bowman walks

up to him and puts a hand on his shoul-

der. Clark after a moment raises his

head and dashes away his tears.

Clark

Yes! too late to save Yellowbend, but not too late to

save Kentucky! Who planned this raid? Hamilton

the hair-buyer! That worthy general of George III.

One hires his Germans to slay us in the east and the other

bribes the red devils to scalp us in the west! He thinks

he'll stamp us out. [Rises.] He won't!

Helm

We can do little against him, George.

Clark

We can do little alone, but Virginia shall help us.

Helm

[Contemptuously.] Virginia

!

Clark

Yes, Virginia! I'll go to the Governor. I'll put the

case before him as it has never been put before. He will

get the legislature to grant us money and we will raise

the men.
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Bowman

Virginia ought to help us, we're protecting her.

Helm

How many men would you ask permission to enlist?

Where would you strike?

Clark

If I could get enough men, I'd strike at Kaskaskia.

Helm and Bowman

Kaskaskia! Man alive! Why, you'd need hundreds of

men for that. It's right in the middle of the Illinois

Country

!

Clark

Not so many; five hundred or so would do if we could

keep it secret. It will be easy if we surprise the forts.

Bowman

The French settlers would outnumber us three to one.

Clark

Yes, that's it, that's what I am counting on! The

Kaskaskia people are French ; will they fight hard to keep

their English masters in possession?

Helm

I grant you, that if we surprise them, we have a good

chance of sweeping all before us. If five hundred men in
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boats can escape the sleepless watchers on the Ohio and

the Mississippi. [Laughs scornfully.'] That's a big if.

Clark

[Starting up.~\ But I'm not planning to go that way.

Where's your home-made map, Joe? [Jones gets map

from wall and holds it before him with his head appear-

ing over it, Bowman and Helm to Clark's left, whose

back is somewhat to audience.] There now, see here,

Helm. Here's Kaskaskia on a branch of the Mississippi

and here's the Mississippi and La Belle Riviere, as the

French call the Ohio. From here to here the banks are

humming with Indian spies watching for the Long

Knives. We can't go that way.

Helm

Well, what other way is there?

Clark

Overland from a point on La Belle Riviere.

Jones

[Drops the map.] Overland! Well, I vum!

Helm

Overland! And the undergrowth thick as a wall!

Bowman

[Helping Jones pick up map.] At least we'd be hid-

den in the wilderness, but [Points on map] how about this
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open stretch of prairie that surrounds Kaskaskia? They

could see us coming for miles.

Clark

Not if we do it after sundown, Joe.

Helm

But how could we make a surprise attack after an

awful march like that! Why, the briars and vines make

a thick network and we would be lucky to get out with

our muskets and powder horns, we'll have no sleep, we'll

lose our direction and . . .

Jones

[Drawls.] Never mind, Helm, I'll carry you if you

get tired.

[Helm makes lunge with snowshoe at him,

which Jones dodges behind map.

Clark

Say we do have a tough tramp through the forest, we

are all used to that sort of a thing. Why do the Indians

call us the Long Knives, or the Big Knives? We have

these, haven't we, to cut our way out of difficulties?

[Shows knife.} I don't know how we'll have to do it.

But it shall be done, somehow or other, and you and Joe

are the best men I know for putting a thing through.

[Puts his hands on Helm's and Bowman's

shoulders. Pause.
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Helm

Well, George, I reckon you're plumb crazy, but if you

go I'm going along too if only to say " I told you so!
"

when we get massacred, and you can calculate on my
bringing fifty men with me.

Jones

That's right, Helm, cheer up! You can't be scalped

twice! [Puts up map as Helm makes threatening motion.

Bowman

I'll raise fifty men too, George. You certainly can do it

if any one can.

Clark

[Taking their hands.] I couldn't do a thing without

you two and Jones.

Jones

I can answer for some fifteen men myself. The men

from my county will like mighty well to hunt those

prowling wildcats.

[Clark shakes hands with him.

[Jones hangs map in place.

Clark

Now you forget about this plan, all of you, till you

hear again from me. It would be fatal if a whisper

started, so you won't speak of it to any one? [All shake
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their heads.] I'm off today to get that grant from Gov-

ernor Pat.

[Turns to the table.

Helm
[Admiringly.] And, by gum! you'll get it, George.

You could talk over a hickory hitching post.

Jones

[Drawling.] Yes, you talked over Helm.

Helm
[Laughing.] You come outdoors, Jones. I feel like

a little talk myself.

[Doubles up fist at Jones.

[Bowman gathers up his gun and pouch and

Clark looks at the toys on the table.

Clark

It seems a year since I unwrapped these . . . they

look sort of lonely here; reckon I'll take them along.

[Begins wrapping them up and putting them in his

pouch.] I'll find some one to give them to.

Bowman
[To Helm, laughing.] Is George going into the ped-

dler business? Dolls, tops . . .

Helm
He was taking them to Mandy's children at Yellow-

bend.
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Bowman

Why, George, I'm sorry . . .

Clark

[Taking up toys.'] Yes, a top for little Dick, a ball

for the baby and a doll for little Mandy . . . little

Mandy.

[Drops his head on his arms, Helm and

Jones tiptoe out and Bowman stops

and puts his hand on Clark's shoulder.

curtain



ACT II

SCENE

In the Jesuits' House at Fort Gage, Kaskaskia, in the

Illinois Country, the evening of July \th, 1778. Antlers

and skins of wild animals on the walls; benches, tables

and chairs left front, table center back. Green branches

and flowers adorn the room. Two doors, one leading

out of doors. Rocheblave, Landry and Le Pont sit

at table left front. Wind-in-the-Night, the Mingo,

stands before them, center front.

Rocheblave

[To Wind-in-the-Night.] Thou hast seen no sign

of a Long Knife?

Wind-in-the-Night

[Shakes head.] Not for many moons.

Rocheblave

[Turns to others.] And all the watchers up and down

the river tell the same tale. Then for a moment we are

safe; they could not get to us by the land routes unper-

ceived. That would be impossible, is it not so, Wind-in-

the-Night?
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WlND-IN-THE-NlGHT

The prairie trail lies open as a man's hand.

ROCHEBLAVE

[Rises.] But they will come by land or by river. The

flames will eat thy wigwams! Hunger, the gray wolf, de-

vour thy squaws and children ; blood will be upon the

land of thy fathers! How long will the Mingoes be

children! Take the hatchet first before the Big Knives

awake! [Walks towards the Mingo.] My English fa-

ther offers thee gold for the scalps of his disobedient chil-

dren.

[Shows letter- to the Mingo.

WlND-TN-THE-NlGHT

What have the Big Knives done to anger our English

father?

ROCHEBLAVE

The Big Knives are ungrateful and greedy sons who

refuse to bear on their strong shoulders any of the bur-

dens of their old father.

WlND-IN-THE-NlGHT

[After a silence.] The Big Knives are many and

fierce; who shall give my brothers guns and bullets?

ROCHEBLAVE

As for guns and bullets, bring me fifty proud Mingoes

and see what thy English father will do for thee! Not
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guns only, but blankets, and food for thy little ones.

But be quick, strike first! Tomorrow I will give thee a

message for thy chief.

WlND-IN-THE-NlGHT

[Stalking out.] I will depart tomorrow.

[Le Pont and Landry watch his departure

in silence.

Le Pont

Has Hamil-ton' indeed ordered you to start the sav-

ages in bloody raids on the Americans? There is no

necessity for such a cruel expedition.

ROCHEBLAVE

[Hotly.] Sacre! We must attack or be attacked.

Landry

Then let us attack men! Why send savages against

women and children!

ROCHEBLAVE

Attack! How can we attack! Captain Lane marched

off to Detroit in 1776 with every soldier in the garrison

and left me commander of what? An empty fort! No
money, no resources! And you say attack! Bah! I tell

you an Indian raid into the Kentucky country is our

only means of defense.
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Le Poxt

We owe Hamil-ton' no thanks for such defense. I

tell you these raids will end by enfuriating those Big

Knives against us.

Landry

If, as you are always telling us, the King is defeating

the Americans, how can they raise enough men to make

the long and dangerous journey through the wilderness

to attack us?

ROCHEBLAVE

These Long Knives will run any risk to get more land.

They are more savage and greedy than the Mingoes.

Landry

But the traders we sometimes see are kindly and civil.

ROCHEBLAVE

[Sneering.'] As kindly as a snake! As civil as a hun-

gry wolf

!

Pierre Leroy

[Call from outside.] Mademoiselle Marie! Made-

moiselle Marie!

[Enter Pierre with Peggie Leith, laden

with floivers.
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Pierre

[Bowing.] Bonsoir, M. Rocheblave. Bonsoir, Le

Pont. Nous avons des fleurs pour le bal. Ou est Made-

moiselle Marie? Cherche done ta soeur, Peggie, mon

cceur.

Peggie

[Looking out of the door.] La voila! Elle court.

Marie viens done! Vois-tu toutes ces fleurs?

[Enter Mary Leith. Peggie drops flow-

ers and jumps into Mary's arms, left

front. Pierre and others talk earnestly,

center back.

Mary

Oh, dear little Peggie! Did you pluck these flowers

yourself?

Peggie

Mais non ; Pierre m'a aidee. Vois done, Marie, je . . .

Mary
Speak English, Peggie, speak English. " Pierre helped

me." You must not become French, little sister. What
shall I say to father when he comes if he finds his little

girl has forgotten how to speak to him!

Peggie

[Dancing and singing throws flowers at Mary.] J'ai

oublie, j'ai oublie. Je ne sais que le francais.

[Exeunt Rocheblave, Le Pont, Landry,

still talking.
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Mary

[Drops to her knees and catches Peggie to her.] No,

no, Peggie, you have not forgotten! Who used to carry

you on his shoulder at Big Bone Lick?

Peggie

[Putting a flower in Mary's hair.] C'etait mon pere.

When will he come for us, ma Marie?

Mary

[Drops face in hands.] I don't know.

Pierre

Peggie, cherche done de l'eau [Points to jars] pour les

cruches.

[Peggie makes elaborate bow and dances

out. Mary begins picking from the floor

the fiowers Peggie dropped. Pierre

still holds branches of flowers.

Pierre

[Gently.] Why do you make yourself unhappy, Mees

Marie, cherishing a vain hope! Your father would have

traced you before this if he still lived.

Marie

But it was so difficult to trace us. It was the Shaw-

nees who carried us off from Big Bone Lick, but they

sold us almost at once to the Wyandots; with them we
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were dragged to the Great Lakes, and when you French

traders bought us we had been captured from the Wy-
andots by the Mingoes. Tell me, is my father to blame

because he has not found us yet! I know my father.

[Passionately.] I tell you he will never rest until he has

found out what has become of us. Do not try and make

me doubt him.

[Buries face in hands for a moment.

Pierre

[Gently.] You think me cruel, but I am trying to

save you from bitter years of disappointment. Could

Monsieur votre pere ever escape alive from the Shaw-

nees now that they are at war with the Big Knives?

Mary

I don't know, [In a whisper] I don't know . . .

Pierre

Then do not waste thy happy youth in weary waiting.

Do as the other maidens in this pleasant Illinois coun-

try. Make up thy mind to live here and be happy. . . .

Take me, little Mees Marie. I will make thee a loving

husband. How often I have begged thee for an answer!

Mary

[Taking the flowers he is holding.] But I have always

given you an answer, Monsieur Pierre.

[Bows.
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Pierre

But never the right answer, Mees Marie!

[Boivs.

Mary

I have no other answer to give. My life seems broken

off. Two years ago I was a happy, thoughtless girl, run-

ning in and out of the new cabin father had brought us

to. Suddenly our cabin is in flames. Peggie is being

dragged away by a painted savage from my mother's

arms. Then Peggie and I are swiftly speeding around

a curve of La Belle Riviere with savages' hands at our

throats. The last I see of our new home is a column of

sparks and flames. Then my father rushes through the

bushes and runs along the river bank, not daring to shoot

at our canoe; he comes to my mother's body and raises

it in his arms. "Mary! Peggie!" his voice rings out

over the water to me as the turn of the river hides us

from his sight

!

Pierre

But I would not have you . . .

Mary

[Interrupts.] How can I forget, how can I be happy

with his heart-broken cry in my ears! . . .

Pierre

But, Mees Marie, you do not understand. . . .
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Mary

... I know if he does not come for me, it is because

he cannot, and as soon as Peggie is a little older, we will

escape from here and go in search of my family into our

own country.

Pierre

[Quietly.] How far would you get before you were

again captured by the Indians?

Mary

I would have guns and . . . and knives; they should

never take us alive.

Pierre

[Amused.] Mees Marie, you are frantic! How
would you procure these savage guns?

Mary

You would give them to me . . .

Pierre

[Pretending anger, turns his face from Mary to hide

his smiles.] Audacious little Mees Big Knife! You seem

to forget that I bought leetle Peggie. She is my property.

Ciel! I think so indeed! I gave those Mingoes a pack

of furs for the leetle cabbage as big as that. And am I

myself to help her to escape?

[Laughs indignantly.
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Mary
[Follozvs PlERRE as he tramps around the room and

tries to see his face] . . . and I thought you would per-

haps go a little way with us and . . .

Pierre

A pack of furs it took me months to collect!

Mary

. . . and show us the best trail. [Pierre looks

amazed.] Oh, just a little way.

Pierre

[Waves Mary off impatiently.] Oh! La! La!

La! She believes me a foolish rabbit ready to jump into

a trap.

[Enter Peggie with a big pitcher of water.

Peggie

Voila de l'eau, Pierre.

Pierre

[Takes pitcher from her.] Thy sister thinks I am a

furry rabbit, Peggie. What thinkest thou of that?

Peggie

A rabbit? [Laughs.] Like this?

[Holds her hands like rabbits* paws and

amuses herself jumping about. Pierre

pours water into the jars on table right

and Mary arranges flowers.
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Pierre

[In a lower voiced] And if the silly rabbit should find

the best trail for thee, Mees Marie . . . and if the trail

led to thy father, would thy answer change? . . . per-

haps? . . . peut-etre? ... eh? [Pushes flowers apart

that Mary is arranging and looks through them at

Mary.] Can you not say peut-etre . . . Mees Marie?

[Mary makes no answer.

[Enter Pere Gibault left.

Pere Gibault

Ah, the flowers everywhere for the ball! It is late for

thee, Peggie!

Peggie

[Jumping towards him.] Voyez, mon pere; je suis un

lapin, je saute. Voyez mes pattes.

Mary

Oh, fy ! Such hands ! Do not show them to Pere Gi-

bault. Come away; we will make you tidy, little rabbit.

[Exeunt Mary and Peggie right.

Pere Gibault

Pierre, I am afraid that Rocheblave is plotting mis-

chief against the Long Knives. A dispatch came from

Hainil-ton' not long ago, and I suspect that he is urging

Rocheblave to rouse the Mingoes and Shawnees for a

raid into the Kentucky Country.
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Pierre

I have not been among the Mingoes lately, but I believe

Rocheblave would willingly start such a raid. He is

ever talking of our danger from the Beeg Knives.

[Moves table to back of stage.

Pere Gibault

And the Indians need little urging to make raids, alas!

[Laughing and talking, sound of fiddle is

heard: " Bonjour, belle Rosine." Enter

Nanette, Yvonne and Lise, playfully

dragging the old fiddler after them.

They sing the song he is playing. He
gets on the table back center, sits cross-

legged. Enter right Mary and Peggie;

the girls draw them into the dance.

Enter left Le Pont, Landry, Wind-
IN-the-Night, who lolls on the floor

right front, and in twos and threes all

the citizens of Kaskaskia. The men try

to dance with the girls, who shake them

off laughingly and continue to sing

" Bonjour, belle Rosine."

Song

Bonjour, belle Rosine,

Comment vous portez-vous?

Vous me faites la mine,

Dites moi, qu'avez-vous.

C'est mon ami qu'est parti ce matin,

Ce qui me cause, ce qui me cause,
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C'est mon ami qu'est parti ce matin,

Ce qui me cause bien du chagrin.

Landry, Le Pont, Pierre

Venez, Nanette! Lise! Arretez done! Mademoiselle

Yvonne! Peggie! Ayez pitie! Tiens.

[Suddenly the fiddler strikes up the song,

" Si le roi m'avait donne," and the nun

take partners at the line " Paris sa

grande ville."

Song

Si le roi m'avait donne,

Paris sa grande ville,

Et qu'il me fallut quitter,

L'amour de ma mie.

Je dirais au roi Henri,

Reprenez votre Paris.

J'aime mieux ma mie au gue,

J'aime mieux ma mie.

[iThey dance and sing the song through

twice; at the beginning of the third time

. . . enter left George Rogers Clark
in the costume of the western pioneer,

long knife, etc., and leans calmly against

the door frame watching the dance.

Wind-in-the-Night suddenly perceives

Clark and springing to his feet gives a

piercing war whoop. The dancers stop

and gaze spellbound at Clark. From

Clark's entrance cues must be taken

rapidly, and action not permitted to drag.
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The Women
[Screaming.] Qui est la? Oh . . .!

The Men
[Start towards Clark shouting.] Who are you?

What are you doing? The Long Knives!

Clark

[Raising his hand for silence, without changing his

position.] Continue your dance! The only difference is

that you now dance under the flag of Virginia instead of

that of Great Britain!

[He steps into room followed by frontiers-

men with raised guns. The dancers fall

back right and left front. Pierre, left,

draws Mary and Peggie to him. Long

Knives very dirty, torn clothes, wild

looking.

Nanette

[Clinging to Landry.] What does he mean? Who
is it?

Landry

Sh! We must get the maidens away, Le Pont!

Mary

[To Pierre.] Are they from Kentucky?

Pierre

Beeg Knives from Virginia!
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Yvonne

Oh ... Oh. .. we shall all be killed.

Pere Gibault

Attendez

!

Bowman and Jones

[Outside.] No, here he is! We have him! Where is

the Colonel? Bring him in. It is Rocheblave.

[Enter Bowman and Jones, pushing

Rocheblave before them, his coat half

on, hair tumbled, etc.; struggles to free

himself.

Bowman
[Salutes.] Colonel Clark, this is the Commander of

Fort Gage, Mr. Rocheblave!

[Clark approaches table center back. The

fiddler hurriedly scrambles down anyhow

and hides behind Mary and Pierre, left

front.

Clark

Unhand him, men! Are you the commander of this

fort?

Rocheblave

[Left center.] Who are you to ask me questions?

Clark

I am George Rogers Clark, Colonel under the state of

Virginia. You and your fort are in my hands.
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ROCHEBLAVE

[Looks around at WlND-IN-THE-NlGHT, who slips

nearer Rocheblave.] What do you and your wild men
want of me?

Clark

As the former commander of this post I wish to ask

you some questions.

Rocheblave

[Insolently.] By all means ask questions. It remains

to be seen whether I will answer them.

Clark

Have you instigated murderous and cruel raids by the

savages on the men and women and little children of the

Kentucky country?

Rocheblave

I see you have made bold with my private correspond-

ence. [Points to Bowman, ivho is examining a dispatch

box.] Why not look for yourself?

Clark

Have you found any proof of his guilt, Captain Bow-

man?

Rocheblave

Why waste time looking for proofs! Hang me first

and prove it afterwards in regular Virginia style!

[Laughs mockingly.
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Clark

If you find nothing there, search his person.

[Bowman and Jones still look and shake their

heads. Mingo is close to Rocheblave,

who takes handkerchief with dispatch

from pocket and drops both behind him.

The Mingo stoops stealthily and reaches

for them, but Bowman steps on them and

shoves the Mingo away. Picks up both,

hands handkerchief to Rocheblave.

ROCHEBLAVE

[To Mingo.] Clumsy hound!

Bowman

[Examining paper.] Here are Hamilton's orders, sir,

for stirring up the Indians against the Kentucky settle-

ments.

Clark

Let me have it [Examines paper] . . . yes, and notes

on the margin about the Mingoes and Shawnees.

[Angrily.] This fort was tc be the headquarters of the

next Indian raids, gun-, powder, food, everything to be

furnished them! Take Monsieur Rocheblave away and

keep him in closest confinement. Allow no communica-

tion with him.
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ROCHEBLAVE

[To the French.] Adieu, mes amis! The Long
Knives are growing thirsty for gore. Behold me ! I am
the first victim!

[Rocheblave dragged out by Bowman and

Saunders.

The French

[Murmurs.] Ah, ce pauvre Rocheblave! Poor Roche-

blave !

Clark

[Fiercely.] Disarm the men! They have been plot-

ting murder against our people. Disarm them!

Jones and Helm

[Take swords and belts from the men.] Give up your

swords and weapons.

[Place weapons on table behind Clark.

Clark

Disperse! Disperse! Go to your homes! [The peo-

ple move towards the door. The Mingo endeavors to

hide behind the others.] Seize the Indian and lock him

up!

Jones

[Seizing him and dragging him out.] Come along,

you porcupine!
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Pierre

[Trying to take Mary.] Marie, dear Marie! Come
with Peggie and me to my sisters. Thou wilt be safe

there

!

Mary
No, I am safe here. These are my own people.

Pierre

These wild men your people!

Helm
[To Pierre.] Here, be off with the others.

[Roughly.

Pierre

Mees Marie!

Mary
[Not looking at him, but gazing spellbound at Clark.]

No, I shall stay here.

Helm
[Fiercely.] No loitering, I say!

Pierre

I go, Monsieur. Marie! [She ignores him.] Viens,

Peggie.

[Exeunt Pierre, Peggie and all the Kas-

kaskians.
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Clark

Captain Helm, order the inhabitants to give up all

weapons to the soldiers.

Helm

Yes, Colonel Clark. [Salutes. Exit.

Clark

[Seeing Mary.] And why are you not at your home?

Mary

I am . . . I am not of Kaskaskia, I am from Vir-

ginia.

Clark

From Virginia! How came you here?

Mary

My little sister and I were carried off from Kentucky

by the Indians just as our father brought us from Vir-

ginia.

[Enter Bowman, Helm, Jones and

Saunders.

Clark

See whom we have here, men! [Takes Mary's hand.]

A Virginian maiden who was stolen by the Indians!
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The Men

[They gather around her and take her hands.] One
of our countrywomen! What good fortune! Where did

you come from?

Clark

When did it happen?

Mary

More than two years ago.

Bowman

And you have heard nothing from your family?

Mary

No. My father must have lost our trail. For the

Wyandots bought us from the Shawnees and hurried

north with other captives. They told us wc were all to

be killed when we arrived at the Great Lakes for . . .

Jones

The wild-cats! I'd like to skin . . .

Helm

Be quiet, Jones, and then . . .?

Mary

A party of Mingoes attacked the Wyandots and we
became the prisoners of the Mingoes. With them we wan-
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dered from one hunting ground to another. Finally two

French traders discovered our plight, and induced the

Indians to sell us to them.

Clark

How long have you been here at Kaskaskia?

Mary

Nearly a year. The French people have been exceed-

ingly kind to us, but I want my father! [Bursts into

tears.] I want to go home!

Clark

Poor little maid! I've heard many such tales! But

do not weep, do not weep! - You shall go home. I'll

send you back with the party that takes Rocheblave to

Virginia.

Mary

[Sobbing.'] I'm so glad! I'm so glad!

Clark

What part of the Kentucky country did you come

from? And what is your name?

Mary

My name is Mary . . .

Voice

[Outside.] Ask the Colonel if these firearms shall

be taken to the fort or left here?
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Clark

[Going to door.] Put them in the fort. [To Mary.]

What is this house we are in?

Mary

This is known as the Jesuits' House; before the Eng-

lish came it was their seminary.

Clark

Yes, [Walks around, looks through the doors] yes,

I'll stay here. Jones, help Bowman take these to the fort.

[Points to arms on table. Jones takes iveapons and

starts to go out.] I would that your arms were full of

food ! When was our last good meal ?

Jones

Mine was last week, I vow.

[Exeunt Jones and Bowman.

Mary

Are you really starving, Colonel Clark? I'll fetch

the goodies brought for the dance.

Clark

[Laughing.] How I did break up the dance! But

they left some provisions behind them! Provisions is a

sweet-sounding word to starving men.

[Exit Mary, right. Enter Leith, left,

arms full of iveapons.
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Leith

You want these here I'm told, Colonel Clark. The

people so far are as meek as lambs. They do not know

yet how greatly they outnumber us.

Clark

We must try to keep them in ignorance. No, I'm send-

ing all weapons to the fort; take those there. [Leith

goes.] Oh, by the way, Leith, do you speak French?

Leith

I can make myself understood, sir.

Clark

Then take the drummer and proclaim through the

streets that all inhabitants must keep to their houses under

pain of death. How do you say that?

Leith

[Thinks a moment.] Why . . .
" gardez-vous chez

vous sous peine de mort " would do.

Clark

Then call that up and down the streets.

[Leith salutes. Goes out.

[Enter Mary, right, with tray of food;

places it on table.

Mary

This is what I found, Colonel.
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Clark

Here, Helm! Don't wait.

[Both eagerly eat. Enter Bowman and

Jones.

Bowman

[Salutes.] All weapons have been secured, sir; senti-

nels are posted at all roads leading out of town and the

lights are ordered out. Is that bread?

[Grabs some. Stands left center.

Helm

[Stands right.] It is all that is left of the party we
broke up. If we'd been told six days ago that we would

have our first meal in Fort Gage on the Fourth of July,

every man of us alive and Rocheblave locked up, it would

have cheered us considerably.

Mary

Why did you come and how did you get here?

Clark

We came to stop the raids from the English posts and

to seize the Illinois Country for Virginia. Kentucky

will never be safe with the English and Indians so near.

Bowman

This country always was part of Virginia.
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Clark

We kept the object of the expedition secret until we
started lest word should get to Kaskaskia. As it was,

some of the Harrodsburg men deserted.

Jones

They were scared plumb out of their boots, the long-

eared rabbits!

Bowman

And that great eclipse of the sun when we were shoot-

ing the rapids scared the rest of us.

[Laughs.

Helm

It's lucky we met up with Saunders, who offered to

guide us through the woods, or we wouldn't be here yet.

It was a mighty hungry march.

Jones

So it was, Helm. Have another bite!

[Holds out a piece of cake, but eats it him-

self.

Mary

I wonder you were not lost.

Helm

Well, we were lost. Saunders here got confused, but

at last he brought us out by that farmhouse the other
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side of the river. When it was quite dark, we crossed

the river, entered the town from two directions and took

it by surprise as Clark said we could.

[Claps Clark on shoulder.

Mary

They would have fought if they had not been sur-

prised. Rocheblave tells them you are more savage than

the savages.

Clark

I am glad to hear they are in terror of us.

[The roll of a drum is heard outside; all

listen.

Leith

[Outside.] Gardez-vous chez vous sous peine de mort!

Gardez-vous chez vous sous peine de mort! [The drum

much fainter, Leith much farther off.~] Gardez-vous

chez vous sous peine de mort! [Repeat.

Mary

But why terrify these good people? for they are good.

Clark

[Grimly .] Do you know what Rocheblave's orders

were should he and his savages overpower an American

fort? Burn! Tomahawk! Kill! What would have

happened to Boonesboro? What happened to your own
home?
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Mary

[Clasping her hands.] I know, but you are not going

to burn and kill. Tell me you are not.

Clark

I too have orders. I must do my duty.

[Folds his arms and turns away from her.

Mary

[Shivering.'] I never dreamed of this. I can't bear it!

[Imploringly.] You don't really mean to . . . [Clark

is silent and will not look at her. She takes scarf and

turns to go.] I must go back to my friends, I have

stayed too long.

Helm

[Kindly.] I will walk along with you.

[Roll of the drum again and Leith's voice

in the distance. " Gardez-vous chez

vous sous peine de mort," etc. Mary
goes slowly out with drooping head and

Clark, Bowman, Jones and the other

Americans look after her. Roll of the

drum.

curtain



ACT III

SCENE I

Church at Kaskaskia, people in family groups on

benches, white walls, windows back left, pictures of

saints, etc. Benches face left. Pere Gibault stands

facing the people, left front.

Pere Gibault

My children, we must not despair; let us look bravely

at the future. God will not forsake us. [Sobs from

Mere Lille.] If thou sobbest so, Mere Lille, how can

they hear me?

Mere Lille

[Weeping.] They will take my son from me.

Simon Lille

[Soothing her.] No, my mother, do not weep.

Pere Gibault

We must remember that nothing is certain, therefore

we can hope. We must find out what our fate is to be,

so that we can face it courageously. Who will go to

204

[Gently.
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the conqueror and ask him what he intends to do with

us? I will go if you wish, and whom will you send

with me?

Landry

Monsieur Le Brun!

Le Pont

Monsieur Boncccur aussi.

Pere Gibault

It is well. Monsieur Boncoeur, Monsieur Le Brun

and I, we will go and inquire what is to be done with

the inhabitants of the town. [He and the others pre-

pare to leave.] We shall doubtless return soon. [With

authority.] Remain quietly here until we come.

The People

[Murmur.] Do not leave us! Pere Gibault! We
shall see them no more!

Boncceur

Attention, my friends! Remember we have no reason

yet to give up hope.

[Exeunt men. Stifled sigh from the People.

Nanette

[Timidly to Mere Le Brun.] What will happen

to us, Maman? Will they make us give them all our
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Mere Le Brun

Ah, mon enfant, how can I tell? If only money would

satisfy them! . . . but . . . alas . . . I do not know!

Nanette

[After a pause.] Will they take our houses and make

us live in the barns?

[Silence.

Landry

[Sta7iding by window.} There; the sentry has stopped

them.

[Those near the window rise and look out.

Mere Lille

[Breaking into sobs.] They will take my boy from

me, they will kill him!

Simon

No, no, ma mere, I stay with thee

!

Mere Lille

[Wildly.] How little thou knowest these English!

That is what they will do, I tell thee! I know!

Landry

The sentry has allowed them to pass! Now they enter

the house!

[Excited stir; those by the window sit down
once more; not Landry.
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Mere Boncceur

What dost thou know of the ways of these people,

Mere Lille?

Mere Lille

[Rises and faces people.] What do I know? Am I

not from Acadia? What do I not know?

[Shudders and covers face with hands.

All

[Murmur.] It is true! She is from Grand Pre,

pauvre femme!

Mere Lille

[Lifts her head and stares before her, half whispers.]

It happened when I was not much older than Nanette

here. I remember our home as though I had seen it yes-

terday ! Our big, merry father ! My gentle mother spin-

ning, our bowls of milk around the table. The big barn,

the cattle, the dogs, mother's flowers. . . . Then the

British ships came. My father and brother go and never

return. Our barn is afire! The soldiers drive us from

our home. There is confusion, shouting, loud orders in

a strange tongue. My mother, I see her white face now,

asks each strange soldier for her husband ; they turn away

their heads. [Murmurs, "It is terrible! Ah, the poor

people! "] What can I tell you? The terror, the fear,

the horrible ships! The partings, the grief! . . . This

is how I know what is going to happen! You will lose
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your husbands, your daughters, your tall sons. Simon,

Simon, I cannot bear to lose thee!

[Sinks down, buries her face on Simon's

shoulder.

All

O ciel! que faire! to lose our children! what horror!

Ah ciel!

Yvonne

[To Landry.] What makes this Clark so angry with

us?

Landry

It was the papers he found on Rocheblave; General

Hamil-ton"s orders for Indian raids on the Kentucky

settlements.

Le Pont

That is not the wTorst. Rocheblave was planning al-

ready with the Mingo, Wind-m-the-Night, to carry out

his orders and Clark thinks we were in the plot too.

Many of the English settlers have been carried off and

murdered. Ah, the Long Knives have reason to be angry

with us.

Yvonne

Yes, yes, Marie and Peggie were carried off from

Kaintuckie.
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Madame Boncceur

And their mother was murdered! The Long Knives,

they must hate us!

Nanette

Then we may be murdered? But we have done noth-

ing! It is the English Hamil-ton', the Indians.

Le Pont

They blame us. These Long Knives are more cruel

than the savages. If they do not kill us, they may drive

us all to the wilderness to starve.

[Silence.

Mere Gaspard

[Rising, to Mme. Le Brun.] I am lame, ma fille.

I cannot hobble even to the end of the village; you must

leave me. You are young and must take your little ones.

I shall not be long dying!

Mme. Le Brun

[Rising.] No! No! mother, we will die together.

[Clings to Mere Gaspard.

Toinette

[Pulling at Mme. Le Brun, who takes no notice of

her.] Where are we going? is it far?

Jean

[Pulling Mme. Le Brun's dress.] Can I take my
rabbits? Will the Beeg Knives want my white rabbit?
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TOINETTE

That Clark will take thy white rabbit. Where canst

thou hide it?

[Jean and Toinette whisper.

Landry

[Excitedly.] They are returning, Pere Gibault . . .

Mme. Le Brun and Mme. Boncceur

And . . . and . . .

[They half rise.

Landry
and the others.

[All stir and look anxiously towards the

door. The delegates enter, zualk through

the church to left front.

Pere Gibault

[Speaks hesitatingly.] My friends ... we have noth-

ing to tell. We entered the Jesuits' House and found this

Clark with his wild men around him. We asked that

we might know his purpose in regard to our future. He
would barely listen to us, almost turned his back on us

and said he was not prepared as yet to tell us of his

intentions. [All exchange looks of dismay.

Le Brun

And his manner! of such a coldness! We have little

to hope from him!
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BONCGEUR

We, the'' citizens of the town, should have had some

civility shown us. He treated us like dogs!

All

[Continued murmurs and confusion.] To treat Pere

Gibault like that. O ciel! they have no heart. Ah mal-

heureux! He is planning to murder us! Sacre! L'as-

sassin

!

BONCGEUR

Silence! my friends! We must not waste our time in

regrets! I need not ask you men what evil you dread

most, [Pause] I see it in your faces. It is the suffering

that may come to our wives and little ones. We fear

and expect this Clark to pronounce a decree of exile

against us which means helpless wandering in the wilder-

ness, with certain death for many. I do not tell you these

things to make your hearts heavier but to find a way to

avoid the worst troubles.

Le Brun

Monsieur Boncceur speaks for us all. The one thought

in our great calamity is how can it be softened for our

wives and children.

Le Pont

This Clark has no heart; we can only touch him

through his love of gain.

[Pause.
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Landry

[Bitterly.] What can we offer the conqueror? Every-

thing we have is his for the taking.

Boncceur

If we could bribe this robber, but what to bribe him

with?

[Pause.

Pere Gibault

You have after all, each man of you, one valuable gift

to offer.

Le Brun

[Eagerly,'] And that is . . . ?

Pere Gieault

Your property, your homes are still in your posses-

sion ; as yet he has seized nothing. I ... if you yielded

everything to him without waiting for him to demand

it, . . . if you made cheerful and willing submission . . .

I do not know . . . perhaps . . .

Boncceur

[With excitement.] Good Pere Gibault has found a

way, the only way! We must go as beggars, we must

renounce all claim to our property . . . yes, and even

promise to accept slavery and death if only the lives

of our women and children be spared and safe conduct

to a place of security promised them.
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Le Brun

[Solemnly and slowly.] Our property, our freedom,

our lives! Yes, we can offer no more.

Pere Gibault

I do not say this will succeed, but is it your wish

that such a proposition be made to Colonel Clark by

your representatives?

The Men

[Rising.] Yes! Yes! We consent! it is our will.

May he grant it! It is all we can do!

[They slowly seat themselves.

Mme. Le Brun

[Rises. 1 Pere Gibault, may I speak? We women are

not willing to accept such sacrifices. We ask to suffer

and endure what our men suffer. We can bear what-

ever calamity may come if we are only together.

Women

[Rise in all parts of the church.] Yes! yes! let us bear

our share! They must not be slaves to save us! Let us

suffer together!

Pere Gibault

[Dries his eyes.] Yes, my children, I know your

brave spirit, your loving hearts. Alas! we do not know
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whether any terms are possible with these tyrants but

if they grant you women safe conduct, you must accept.

[Murmurs: " No, no, Pere Gibault! "] Yes, yes, listen

to me, you must! ... for the sake of the children.

Boncceur

Yes, yes, you cannot refuse. For the sake of the little

ones you must be brave and bear all.

[The women look at the children, then sink

speechless on their husbands' shoulders.

Le Pont

We have no reason to hope that anything will touch

these monsters; Rocheblave is in prison and Clement and

Melot were dragged off in chains because they stopped

to talk a moment.

Nanette

And Henri would not at once give up his pistolet and

. . . and they dragged him off last night.

[Sighs and sobs from people.

Jean

[To Toinette, whispers.'] They will take thy black

kitten also; thou must hide it. I can carry my rabbits

in my pockets.

Toinette

[Distressed."] My kitten I will hold in my apron, like

this. But what shall I do with my chicken? my yellow

chicken ?
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Pere Gibault

My children, this Clark may even take our church

from us; let us, before we go, pray once more together.

[People sink on their knees and Pere Gi-

bault bows his head and clasps his

hands.

CURTAIN



ACT III

SCENE II

Jesuits' House. Clark and all the Americans sitting

or standing about the room, cleaning guns, etc.; appear-

ance much unproved. Jones at door standing sentinel.

Helm

[Standing right front, stroking his hair.] There, Joe,

do I look a little more like a ladies' man?

Jones

Helm a ladies' man! I'd be mighty sorry for the lady!

Bowman

[Sitting right.] Ladies! you need not expect to meet

any ladies! They are so scared that they fairly ran by

our sentries on their way to church.

Leggett

[Standing left.] Do you think the men have dis-

covered how few we are? I don't. They'll be furious

at having been trapped.

216
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Leith

[Sitting left front.'] I can't help thinking that in

spite of our precautions, some one may have escaped from

town in the night and that even now a force of whites and

Indians may be marching against us.

Jones

Thunder and blazes! We are inside the stockade I

reckon, Leith, with all the arms in our possession. We
can hold it against a thousand men.

Leith

Not with all the inhabitants on the other side. We
can't muster a hundred and seventy-five men, all told.

Clark

[Standing center back.] I am of your mind, Leith,

that our situation may become at any time desperate.

The savages are numerous and very near and our coun-

try too far ^way to even know of our situation. But

one thing will save us; that is, we must be absolutely

united and true to each other.

[Earnestly.

Americans

[Rising.'] Right you are, Colonel!

Clark

Without the strictest discipline on the part of the offi-

cers and unquestioning obedience on the part of the men,
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all your daring and bravery will be worse than useless.

Am I right in believing that your love of country will

keep you firm in your allegiance in this hazardous situa-

tion?

[Looks anxiously at each man.

Americans

[Heartily.] You are right, sir! We're with you,

Colonel! We enlisted to serve our country, sir! We'd
follow you anywhere, Colonel!

[They draw near to him.

Leggett

[Warmly.'] We're all for serving the country, sir,

and we want no favor shown to any one who neglects

his duty.

Jones

Yes, sir! and the only thing that will keep our boots

on and our powder dry is good order and plenty of it.

[Pounds musket on floor.] A man is no better than a

rattlesnake who . . .

Helm

Oh, be quiet, Jones. What we are all trying to say,

sir, is that we'll stick to you and each other through fire

and water, and that wherever you lead us we'll go.

Americans

Yes, that's it, Helm! That's what we mean!
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Clark

I knew I could depend on your zeal for the service

of the country.

[Stir and noise outside. Exit Jones.

Voices

[Outside.] I have him! ... on the corner! I would

I had my gun! Bring him in! Hold on to them. . . .

[Clark strides to door, Saunders goes out.

Jones

[Enters.] Those men are officers of the militia; they

were found consulting together.

Clark

[Looking out of door.] Imprison the older men and

bring that younger one to me . . . yes, that one.

[Enter Pierre Leroy guarded by Saun-

ders.

Clark

[Coldly.] What is your name?

Pierre

[Defiantly.] Pierre Leroy.

Clark

Are you an officer in the militia?
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Pierre

I am.

Clark

And you were found plotting with other militia officers

against us?

Pierre

We were not plotting.

Clark

What were you talking about?

Pierre

[After a paused] We were cursing our fate that we
had been caught like this without a chance to at least sell

our lives dearly.

Clark

[Sharply.] Take care what you say!

Pierre

[Violently.] What matters it what I say now! We
have lost our freedom and homes without striking a

blow! Chains or death, what matters it now?

Clark

[Sternly."] Put that man in irons and keep him in

custody with the other prisoners!
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Pierre

For what reason am I to be imprisoned?

Clark

[To Saunders and Leggett.] Take him away!

Pierre

But . . .

[He attempts angrily to resist.

Clark

Take him away!

[They put chains on Pierre and lead him

out.

[Clark strolls to left front, looks moodily

at the floor. The men raise their eye-

brows and look questioningly at one an-

other. Bowman, after a moment's pause,

goes up to Clark.

Bowman

[Hesitatingly.] I ... I liked that boy's spirit,"
4

George; do you think chains were necessary for him?

He only said what you would have said in his place.

Clark

[Impulsively.] Joe, I feel like a brute, arresting that

lad!
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Bowman

Why, then why did you act in such ... I don't

understand it.

[More puzzled than before.

Clark

Heavens, Joe! don't you realize our position here?

We've got to keep the upper hand and yet we're out-

numbered two to one! I hope by going carefully to get

what I want.

Bowman

What do you want?

Clark

I want them to yield of themselves what they expect

us to seize and then I will gain their gratitude and

devotion by showing myself a merciful conqueror instead

of the cruel enemy they believe me to be.

Bowman

You expect them to offer you their property and for-

tunes? They'll never do it. The priest and the gentle-

men who went away just now were furious at the way

you answered them. They are a proud people.

Clark

They are a sensible people.
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Bowman

[Shakes his head.] You're on the wrong trail this

time, George; you'll never see them back.

Clark

[Throws arm around Bowman's shoulder.] Joe, I

have great respect for your judgment . . .

Bowman

[Eagerly.] Why then, you'll . . .

Clark

. . . and I expect them back in about twenty min-

utes. [Laughs.] Now go off like a good fellow and

see that the chains are taken off that fine young French

lad. I like him! He's going to be one of my best

friends.

Bowman

[Vehemently.] Clark, you're a wizard I know, but

I'm willing to stake my powder horn he'll never put his

hand in yours.

Clark

Done, Joe! Your horn will be mine inside of an

hour! [Laughs, pushing him off stage, left.] Now be

off with you!

[Exit Bowman still shaking head.
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Jones

[Disappears and then enters, salutes Clark.] Colonel,

there is a French lady outside here wishes to see you at

once.

Clark

A lady?

[Tries to improve his appearance. Stands

center.

Peggie

[Outside.} Not a French lady, a Long Knife lady.

[Enters, surprise of the men.

I am from the Long Knife country, beyond La Belle

Riviere. I wish Monsieur le Colonel Clark, I wish to

speak to him.

Clark

I am Clark, Mademoiselle, but you talk like a little

French girl ; I can hardly believe you are a . . hum . . .

a Long Knife.

[Enter Bowman; remains left back near

Jones.

Peggie

Mais, oui, Monsieur le Colonel. The Indians took me
away! For many moons we were with the Mingoes

until Pierre saved me.
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Leith

The Indians carried you off?

[Moves abruptly towards Peggie.

Peggie

Yes, and Pierre danced and sang and offered skins

for me. But the Mingoes would not sell me. [Goes

through pantomime of Pierre giving skins and Indians

shaking head in refusal.] More skins. No. More skins,

no! Then Pierre dances and jokes and sings and gives

two beeg packs of skins and they let him have me.

Bowman

Pierre was a good friend to you.

Peggie

[Nearly crying.] Yes, Pierre is my very good friend

[Turns on Clark fiercely] and why did you put chains

on Pierre and take him away? Pierre would not hurt

you! Come take the chains off Pierre!

Clark

I will go and see about the chains if you will stay and

talk to us.

[Exit.

Leith

Where were you, little maid, when the redskins car-

ried you off?

[With suppressed excitement.
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Peggie

By the river. We went to fill our pails from the

spring when the Indians jumped from behind the great

trees and seized us and burned the house and killed my
mother.

Leith

[Earnestly.] And your father?

Peggie

Father called us, but he could not get us. Marie said

he would come to find us. Why doesn't he come? If you

could come, why couldn't he?

Leith

[Slowly.] Do you remember your father?

Peggie

[Looks fixedly at Leith.] He carried me on his

shoulder to the spring. [Doubtfully.] He was like you,

only his hair was not gray. When he took off his cap,

half his forehead was white.

Leith

[Takes off his cap.] Like this?

Peggie

Yes! [Breathlessly, steps towards him.] Did the In-

dians carry off your two . . . little girls?
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Leith

Yes, my big girl Mary and my little Peggie! Don't

you know me? Peggie! Peggie!

[Holds out his arms.

Peggie

Yes! You're my father, my very own father!

[Jumps into his arms.

Leith

My Peggie! My little Peggie! Thank God! Thank

God!

[Holds Peggie close.

Peggie

[Crying and talking at the same time.] You did come

for us, father, and I found you. Mary said I would for-

get you! Oh, oh, oh! She said I couldn't talk English

to you! Oh! Oh! but I've found you, father.

[Cries hard.

Leith

[Hugs and comforts her.] Yes, yes! You didn't for-

get me.

[Wipes his eyes and hers ivith his hand-

kerchief. Bowman, Helm, Jones and

others dry their eyes with back of hands.

Helm

[Amazed.] Why, Paul Leith! you've found your chil-

dren! Hurrah, men! this is wonderful!

[Claps him on shoulder.
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Bowman, Helm, Jones, Leggett and Saunders

[Crowding around Leith, shaking his hand and pound-

ing him on back.] Why, I didn't know you had lost any

children! This is luck! How long have you been gone,

Miss " Beeg Knife " ? Bless my soul ! Miss Mary's little

sister. Leith, you're in luck.

Leith

[Tries vainly to control his voice.] I thank God for

his mercy! Here, let me look at you, Peggie. My little

five-year-old has shot up in two years. No wonder I

didn't know you! Dressed like a little French girl too.

Where is Mary? Where is she?

Peggie

I'll find Mary. I laugh, I laugh! She had fear that

I would forget you, but I kn^lv you first. [Struggles out

of her father s arms.] She is in Nanette's house; no, here

she comes! Hurry, father, over here.

[Pulls her father to right front.

Mary
[Outside.] Is my little sister here?

Jones

Yes, Miss, a little girl is here. Come in!

Mary
[Enters.] Is my little sister . . .

[Sees Peggie holding Leith 's hand.
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Peggie

[Proudly.] Voila notre pere, Marie! I have found

him!

Leith

[With outstretched arms striding towards Mary.]

Mary ! Mary

!

Mary

[Gazes wildly at Leith, then rushes toivards him.]

O father! father! I knew you would come! I knew

you would find us.

[Cries and laughs.

Leith

[Embraces her and strokes her hair.] I've found you

at last, thank God!

[The others brush their eyes and Jones dries

his openly on a red bandana and rushes

out. Peggie puts her arms about Mary
and Leith.

Peggie

I found father, Mary!

Leith

I've looked everywhere for you, Maty, everywhere,

and now I've found you both. I can't believe it! And
such tall daughters! I wish your mother could see you!

What will she say?
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Mary

{Draws away from Leith.] Mother! Mother is

dead. I saw the Shawnee chief strike her down.

Leith

Yes, but he did not kill her; your mother is alive and

waiting for you, Mary.

Mary

[Faintly.] Mother is alive! Mother . . . is . . .

al . . .

[Falls fainting and is caught by Helm and

Leith and supported to a bench right.

[Enter CLARK.

Helm

Leith has found his children who were carried off by

the Shawnees two years ago. The joy of finding her

father seems to be a little too much for Miss Mary.

Clark

[Joyfully.] Why, Leith, this is splendid news. It

seems too good to be true. I am glad.

[Shakes his hand.

Leith

Colonel, if it had not been for you I should never have

found them.

[Mary begins to revive.
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Mary

Father, don't go, father . . . and mother is alive?

Leith

Yes, Mary dear, and waiting for us.

Clark

And you and my friend Miss Long Knife shall go back

to her when we send M. Rocheblave to Virginia.

[Presses Mary's hand and pats Peggie's

head.

Jones

[Enters.] The people are leaving the church, Colonel,

and the same set of men wish to speak to you again.

Clark

Tell them to enter and let the prisoner Pierre Leroy

be brought.

[Exit Jones.

Mary

[Agitated.] Pierre Leroy a prisoner!

[Enter Gibault, Boncceur, Le Brun, Le
Pont and Landry. Stand center.

Clark

[Stands right center.] I am told you have something

to say to me.
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BONCCEUR

[The others look at him and he steps forwardJ\ We
have come to speak for the people of Kaskaskia. . . . We
are a conquered people, we can claim nothing. It is the

fortune of war. Nevertheless we cannot forbear to ask

one thing of you. Save alive, we beseech you, our women
and children! Do not drive them into the wilderness

to starve! Suffer them to depart with enough food to

sustain them until they reach Vincennes. Take our prop-

erty, our lives, make the men of Kaskaskia your slaves,

but grant this favor to our wives and children.

[He speaks with much dignity and emotion.

[Enter Jones with Pierre in chains, stay

near door. Mary and Peggie show

alarm; Jones removes Pierre's chains.

Clark

[Impetuously interrupts^ Do you think you are

speaking to savages? Do you suppose we Americans con-

descend to make war on women and children ! No ! We
are making war on England. Our ancient rights as

Englishmen are threatened. We are struggling to pre-

serve for our children those blessings of liberty our fa-

thers won for us—not to take away your liberty. What
do your governors give as the reason for this war?

Le Brun

They have always kept us in the dark as to the dis-

pute-between England and her colonies. We have only

heard what was likely to incense us with you.
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Pjere Gibault

They tell us that you have lost all your large cities

and that your General Washington' and his army arc

cowardly and unsuccessful. We have perhaps not been

told the truth?

Clark

Cowardly! Unsuccessful! Then you have not heard

of how the militia of Vermont and New York forced

the English Burgoyne to surrender with all his regulars

and hired German soldiers besides?

Boncceur

A British army surrender!

[Sensation among the French.

Clark

And our General Washington won brilliant victories

over Lord Cornwallis and has reconquered almost the

entire province of New Jersey. [Surprise of citizens.]

You had not heard of that, I see. [Takes out dispatches.]

On account of these successes and from sympathy with

our cause, your former king, Louis XVI, has just made

an alliance with the United States and has engaged him-

self to help us with armies and fleets; so if you consent

to join us you will be allies of your former king.

[Delight and astonishment of citizens.

Your English governor is inciting the bloody raids of

the savages on our frontier settlements; it is to make an
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end of this nightmare of terror that we have come to the

Illinois Country, not for plunder.

It is true you are conquered and by the fate of war
at our mercy! But, men of Kaskaskia, know this! When
Americans conquer a people it is not in order to enslave

them, but to set them free!

You are free and your families are safe!

The Citizens

[In great excitement and joy.] We are free? Our
families safe? Can we stay here? Yes! O ciel! C'est

impossible! Quel bonheur! [They embrace each other.
~\

Oh merci, mon Colonel ! Entendez-vous, mon pere ! We
are free!

i

Clark

In a few days when you have had time for considera-

tion you will be asked to swear allegiance to the United

States, but in the meantime you are at liberty to take

which side you please without fear of loss of property.

Pere Gibault

And will we be free also to worship in our church?

Clark

In America all religions are tolerated and any insult to

a church would be resented by us.

Pere Gibault

Then we are indeed a happy people!

Colonel Clark, from the accounts the English have
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been giving us of you we had no reason to expect such

generous conditions!

BONCCEUR

We have never liked the English rule. We will gladly

join you in your struggle for liberty.

Le Brun

And we shall be allies of the King of France! Kas-

kaskia can follow where France leads!

BONCCEUR

If we can be united with you Americans we shall

think ourselves the happiest people in the world

!

[Shouts from the four other citizens.

Citizens

Yes! Yes! We will be Americans! Vive les Beeg

Knives! Vive le Colonel Clark! Vive les Etats-Unis!

Clark

[Shaking hands with them.] I believe I am happier

than you are, my friends! Would you like to examine

the dispatches? [Hands dispatches to Gibault, who with

other Citizens moves left front.] All prisoners shall

be immediately released and our guards withdrawn from

every part of the town. [To Pierre, who steps to center.]

It was through a mistake, sir, arising from the general
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excitement that this indignity was offered you. I beg to

apologize for it.

[Offers Pierre his hand, who after a sec-

ond's hesitation takes it heartily.

Pierre

Oh! mon Colonel, I see now that you are our friend!

[Peggie runs to Pierre and leads him to her

father, who warmly greets him. Clark
and the Citizens exchange bows and

salutations of great cordiality. Soldiers

and Citizens fraternizing. They speak

rapidly, almost interrupt one another.

Boncceur

[Laughing to Helm.] I thought we would lose our

heads when we came in. This Clark, he is magnificent!

Helm

Of course, that's what we think!

Boncceur

Parbleu!

[Gesture of speechless admiration.

Gibault

The King of France is with the Americans!

[Examines dispatches.
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Jones

Yes, sir, we're hitched right up with the King of

France.

Le Brun

[To Saunders.] O ciel! Come, Monsieur, I wish

my wife to know you.

Saunders

We ought to be friends, that's so.

Boncceur

[To Leggett.] Such a fear as we had! [Holds out

his hand.] Eh bien! Camarade?

Leggett

Oui, oui, parbleu! Eh bien! Camarade!

[He and Boncceur go out laughing over

Leggett's French.

Le Brun

[Throwing arms around Helm's neck.] O Monsieur,

il faut que je vous embrasse!

Helm

Help! Help! He's going to kiss me!

Jones

He might just as well kiss a wildcat!

[Exeunt Helm, Jones, Le Brun, Saun-

ders, Le Pont, Landry.
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Peggie

[Dancing around group of Leith, Mary, Clark,

Pierre.] Yes, father, Pierre bought me for two packs of

furs big as that!

Leith

Mary says we owe you Peggie's life. I do not know

how to thank you, Monsieur; you have been a true friend

to two friendless little maids!

Pierre

Ah, Monsieur Leith, they have as many friends in Kas-

kaskia as there are people!

[Clark walks to right front, sighs and

wipes his forehead.

Bowman

That was a wonderful speech of yours, George; you

certainly are more of a wizard than I thought. It beats

all the way they came round! And they are in earnest

too.

Clark

Yes, I feel that they are sincere and really our friends

;

but my soul, Joe! for a while there I didn't know how it

was coming out. I thought I was going to break down

myself when they offered to be slaves if it would save

their families. Heavens, Joe, they believed we were

bloodthirsty Indians!
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Bowman

Well, you kept them in suspense and that made them

imagine the worst.

Clark

We're not out of the woods yet! There are the In-

dians to deal with. . . . Oh, by the way, Joe, I'll thank

you for that powder horn.

Bowman

[Begins to take it off, laughing.] You've won it!

Clark

No, no, keep it! Till next time, Joe!

[Outside in the distance shouts and cheers,

music: "Long live Colonel Clark!"

"Vive the Long Knives!" "Vive la

France!" Singing in the distance.

Helm

[From door.] The townspeople are coming this way,

Colonel! They are wild with joy and they all want to

see you and have you speak to them.

[More shouts.

Clark

[Gaily.] Yes, yes, I'll go. Come along, all of you!

[Clark, Bowman, Leith, Helm, Peggie,

exeunt.
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Pierre

Thy father is a fine man, Mees Mary, and I am very

glad that he has found thee.

Mary

Yes, and my mother is alive, Pierre! We're soon go-

ing to see her. She's alive

!

Pierre

Thy mother!

Mary

Yes, my father stayed to nurse her back to life; that is

the reason he could not afterwards find us. My mother!

I can hardly wait to see her!

Pierre

You will no longer need me as a guide to lead you

to your own country. You and Peggie will go floating

down the river in a bateau with a regiment of your Mes-

sieurs Beeg Knives to guard you and Peggie will look back

and call, and you, maybe, wave your hand ; then the river

trees will stretch out their branches and hide you and

you will be gone like a sweet song.

Mary

But we shall always need you, Pierre. We cannot

spare any of our friends.
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Peggie

[Outside. 1 Oh, come and see the dancing, Marie!

[Enters.] Monsieur Helm Long Knife and Monsieur

Bowman Beeg Knife they are dancing with Yvonne and

Lise

!

Pierre

Is this you, leetle Mees Big Knife! You are mine!

You cannot go back to the Kaintuckie country until you

pay me, Mees, those two packs of skins, beeg as that!

Peggie

You are a Beeg Knife now yourself. I shall take you

with me to my Beeg Bone Lick country.

Pierre

No, thou dost not need me now. Thou hast Monsieur

thy father. Mees Marie does not want me in thy Kain-

tuckie; she thinks I belong with the buffalo and the

beaver. When she sees me she thinks only of the gloomy

forests, the Indian war whoop and the strange French

language she does not like.

Marie

[Quickly.] Do not say that, Pierre! When I see you,

I think of the daring hunter who by his merriment and

audacity saved my little sister from death. When I hear

French words, I think of the tenderness and patience with

which you urged on our faltering steps to this kindly

town. . . . My mother will want to thank you.
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Pierre

[Losing some of his gloom.] Ah, your mother would

like to see me?

Mary
I . . . I'm sure she would.

Pierre

Eh bien! I can no longer stay in Kaskaskia! I shall

be trop solitaire . . . [Walks up and doivn] ... I

know what to do! I will join your noble Washing-ton'

and fight with him and the King of France for la liberte.

Peggie

Oui, oui. C'est cela! Thou wilt come back to us the

great General Pierre, with thy sword and thy epaulets.

[Jumps up on bench betiveen Mary and

Pierre left.

Pierre

[Earnestly.] And after I have fought under thy

beautiful banner of stars, may I return to thee, Marie?

Wilt thou try and say that leetle word I asked thee to

say yesterday? . . . That leetle word that will give me
hope? "Peut-etre"?

[Stands next to Peggie, who puts left arm

around his neck and .right around

Mary's.

Mary

[Turns away in confusion.] I . . . I . . . don't

know.
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Peggie

But yes, Marie, say it now! Pierre is waiting! It is

very easy, ecoute! Peut-etre. [To Pierre.] She can say

it. It means " perhaps," Marie . . . repete le done . . .

" peut-etre "
. . . comme moi "peut-etre"!

[Pulls Mary's head around until she faces

Pierre and gives her a little shake.

Mary

[Smiles.] Peut-etre!

Pierre

[Stoops and kisses her hand and gently kisses her on

each cheek.] Chere Marie, what happiness for me!

Thy country is my country, thy flag, my flag. [Hugs

Peggie.] Thy little sister, my little sister!

Peggie

Then you will come back with us and see mother; it

is all settled?

Pierre

[Gaily.] It is all settled!

[The music that has been heard faintly since

Clark went out now grows louder.

Enter Yvonne, Lise, Nanette, Lan-

dry, Le Pont, winding wreath to which

two ropes of flowers are attached. They

talk quickly, interrupting each other.
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Yvonne

They say thy father has found thee! Quelle joie!

[Kisses her.

Nanette

We all rejoice now! We sing! We cry! J'ai vu ton

pere, qu'il est grand et beau

!

[Puts flowers in Mary's hair.

Le Pont and Landry

[Taking Mary's hand.] Mees Marie, we rejoice with

you. You here, Pierre? Were you long a prisoner?

Pierre

They took off my irons once I was imprisoned; it was

nothing, oh rien!

Lise

We are winding these ropes of flowers to hang across

the street. Help us, Pierre! What are the colors of

the United States? I see no flag.

Le Pont

We must ask Monsieur Bowman. What was the

dance he was showing you, Yvonne ?

Lise

[Taking the first steps of the Virginia reel to the fiddle

outside, still winding a rope of flowers.] It began like

this.

[Le Pont imitates her. They dance.
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Nanette

See, Lise, thou wilt tread on the flowers! [Enter

Jones.] Oh, Monsieur Jones! Tell us what are the

colors of your flag.

Yvonne

We wish to adorn the streets and we do not know what

your flag is like.

Jones

[Embarrassed but happy.] I haven't got one, ladies;

I reckon the Colonel has; but I can tell you what it is

like. They say General Washington sort of plotted it

out and a Philadelphia lady made the first one.

Lise

Then we'll make one, Monsieur Jones! Tell us about

it!

Jones

[Center. Mary, Peggie, Lise, Yvonne, Nanette
on either side of him.] It has three colors, red, white

and blue. There are thirteen stripes, seven of 'em red

as the little clouds at sunup and the balance as white as

... as the first snowfall on your prairies. Then in

this corner [He gravely sketches flag in air] there is a

blue square, dark blue, blue like the sky at night! And
dancin' around in this patch of blue sky, is a ring of

dazzlin' white stars, thirteen of 'em, a star for each

state in the Union from little Rhode Island to grand old

Virginia.
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The Girls

Charming, it must be charming! Red, white and blue;

I would that we could see it! Is it not very fair?

Jones

Well, it looks mighty nice to me, Miss! The stars

seem to twinkle when the breeze takes it and the red and

white stripes are sort of gay and cheerful to look at. It

heartens a man up to see it floating in the sky and makes

him feel proud to have a chance to help keep it there.

Girls

[Sighing.] Ah, I wish we could see an American flag!

[Enter Pere Gibault and Clark talking

earnestly, Toinette and Jean clinging

to Pere Gibault's robe. The girls and

others move to right and continue to

wind rope of flowers. The men aid

them. Clark has a furled American flag

in his hand.

Pere Gibault

I am sure, Monsieur le Colonel, I alone could win Vin-

cennes merely by the recital of your generous treatment

of the citizens here.

Clark

[Shaking his hand.] Then I will trust you to take

Vincennes for me. I am told that you are much beloved

in this country and very eloquent.
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Pere Gibault

I cannot say as to that, my Colonel, but it would

make any man eloquent to tell of your generous treatment

of Kaskaskia!

Clark

I am but carrying out the policy of my country, Pere

Gibault. I have ordered the Mingo to be brought here,

as I wish the Mingoes and the neighboring tribes to be

informed of our intentions.

Pere Gibault

An excellent idea! If he sees the good terms we are

on, it will impress him immensely.

[Toinette and Jean draw near to Clark;

he discovers them staring shyly at him

from behind Pere Gibault's robe.

Jean

You did not take my white rabbit, did you, Monsieur

Colonel ?

[Taking courage, steps forward.

Clark
[Puzzled.] Take your white rabbit?

Toinette

[Stepping forward.] Nor my yellow chicken! We
thought you would take them!
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Clark

What! Did you think I was going to take your rab-

bits and chickens? [The children nod.] No! See, I

have brought you a present. Here, wait! [Clark takes

out top and doll from pouch.] Will you take these

and play with them for me?

[Hands toys to them; Jean grins his thanks.

TOINETTE

[Sighing with delight.] Oh, Monsieur Long Knife,

for me! [She flings her arms around him.] I will give

you my yellow chicken!

Clark

[Delighted.] I'd rather have a kiss.

[Holds out arms.

TOINETTE

Eh bien! Viola!

[Kisses him, then goes to Mme. Le Brun
when she enters.

[Enter Saunders and Leggett with Wind-
in-the-Night, all French citizens

and Bowman and Leith and other

Americans. Clark left, Mingo center,

French and Americans are standing

around the walls of room in friendly

attitudes.

Clark

I am told that you are a man and a warrior; that the

trees of the forest bow as you pass by. But I am sur-
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prised that a man of your dignity is willing to be hired

to do the fighting for the English. Go back to the Mingoes

and tell them if they wish to keep peace in their own
wigwams, not to kill our women and children!

Pierre

Tell them that their old Father, the King of France,

is awake again and has told the Long Knives that if they

need warriors or war canoes, he will supply them.

Le Brun

Tell them also that they should not listen to the bad

birds who are flying through the land. If they wish to

continue to be our friends, they must love the Long

Knives and their great Chief Washing-ton' as we do.

WlND-IN-THE-NlGHT

[In a humble manner.] The Mingoes have been per-

suaded to war by the English. I shall tell my people

that I now perceive the Long Knives to be men and war-

riors and that we should take them by the hand as

brothers. I do not speak from my lips only, but from my

heart.

Clark

The great man of the Big Knives does not ask peace

of any people; he offers peace or war! And they may

choose! Let your chiefs come to me in a few days with

your answer. Now you are free to go or stay.

[Turns away.
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Pere Gibault

[To Mingo.] Stay with us until the heat of the day

is over, Wind-in-the-Night, and rejoice with us that our

land will be no longer soaked in blood.

WlND-IN-THE-NlGHT

I will stay until the night owl hoots.

Clark

[To Yvonne.] And so Bowman and Helm have been

teaching you one of our American dances. Do any of

our men dance as well as your French gentlemen?

Yvonne

I have danced only with Monsieur Bowman. He
dances ... oh, so fine! . . . the Virgin . . . ie reel!

[Reproachfully.] You are not a friend of the dance, I

fear, Monsieur le Colonel! You interrupted our dance

last night . . . suddenly . . . !

Clark

Not a friend of the dance ! Just wait, we will give you

an American ball!

Yvonne, Nanette

An American ball! Oh! Oh!

Clark

[Remembering the flag in his hand.] Did I hear you

young ladies lamenting that you had no flag to adorn
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with flowers? Here is one that has come to you over

mountains, rivers and prairies all the way from Vir-

ginia. I present it to the first American town in the

Illinois country, Kaskaskia! [Unfurls it.

The French

Oh! Oh! Ah, que c'est beau! Just as Monsieur

Jones said! See the twinkling stars! The red and white

stripes!

Clark

Thirteen stripes and thirteen stars; one for each of the

colonies.

Peggie

Which is the star of the Illinois country?

Clark

Your star is too new to be there yet!

[Peggie looks grieved.

Mary

Virginia is our star.

Clark

Monsieur Leroy, this flag is for Kaskaskia; I deliver it

into your charge! [Gives Pierre flag.

Pierre

[Center back on bench, taking staff and waving flag

over his head.] Citizens of Kaskaskia! This is now
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our banner, lovely and bright like our young land.

Some day on this blue field a western star shall join

the brave thirteen ... a star set there by George

Rogers Clark and kept there by the love and loyalty

of the men and women of the Illinois country!

[Cheers from the French. " Long live the

Colonel Clark! Vive le drapeau!
"

[Cheers from the Americans. " Long live

the Illinois country," etc.

[Yvonne throws wreath over banner staff

;

the ropes of flowers that hang from the

wreath are held aloft by the French and

Americans to left and right.

Peggie

[Reaching up daisy to Pierre.] Here, Pierre! Here

is a star now for the Illinois country.

[Yvonne pins on star. Renewed cheers

" Hurrah for the Illinois country

Vive le drapeau! Long live Clark

Long live our country!
"

[The Fiddler begins to play: " Si le roi

m'avait donne," etc. Clark takes Mme
Le Brun by the hand and takes a feiv

steps of a dance. The other Americans

quickly take partners, all sing and the

curtain goes down and is raised again to

show the dance in full swing.

CURTAIN

CENTRALCIRCULATION
CWiLDREK'S BOOM.
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